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SUMMARY 
This dissertation investigates a number of important 
methodological questions arising in the use of the surrogate 
dual and its extensions in integer programming. Many of 
these important results are derived from extensions of 
lagrangian dual results and thus lead to a comparison of 
the various dual problems. A number of algorithmic proce­
dures are presented for solving the surrogate dual and the 
most promising of these procedures is efficiently integrated 
into a primal branch-and-bound procedure. 
The proposed surrogate multiplier search procedures 
are implemented in computerized algorithms and tested on a 
set of randomly generated 0-1 integer programming test prob­
lems. Computational results indicate the viability of em­




The general integer linear programming problem* can 
be stated as: 
(P) Min cx subject to Ax < b 
x e S 
where 
S = { x > _ 0 : Gx < h, x satisfies some discrete constraints} 
Here, as usual, A is an m x n matrix, x, b, c are vectors of 
the appropriate dimension, and G is a q x n matrix with h a 
q x 1 vector. The set S is assumed to have some computa­
tionally convenient structure not possessed by the entire 
problem (P). To avoid many pathological cases it will be 
assumed throughout this dissertation that S is bounded and 
(P) is feasible. 
The surrogate relaxation of the problem (P) associ­
ated with any v > 0 is 
* 
Many of the results of this investigation can be 
shown to hold for much more general versions of (P) with 
nonlinear constraints and objective functions. However, 
only the above formulation of (P) will be considered be­
cause it conforms with much of the theoretical and applied 
literature in integer programming. 
2 
(P v) Min cx subject to v(Ax - b) < 0 
x e S 
Clearly, any x which is feasible for (P) is feasible for 
( P v ) , but the reverse need not be true, i.e. (P v) is a re­
laxation of (P) with the single constraint v (Ax - b) _< 0 
acting as a surrogate for the system Ax £ b. 
Define the function 
v(*) = the value of an optimal solution to problem (•) 
Then clearly v(P v) provides a lower bound on v(P) for any 
v >_ 0. The best such bound is achieved by the surrogate 
dual 
(D ) Max (v(P V)} 
The more widely known lagrangian relaxation is: 
• (P u) M i n c x + u(Ax - b) subject to x e S 
with the corresponding lagrangian dual 
(D T) Max {v(P )} 
J_i u 
u_>0 
Again, any x feasible for (P) is feasible for (p ) . If x 
is feasible for (P) , u >̂  0 implies that u (Ax - b) £ 0. It 
follows that v(P ) < v(P) for any u > 0, so that v(P ) and 
u — — u 
v (D ) also provide lower bounds on v(P). 
3 
By combining the ideas of lagrangian and surrogate re­
laxation it is also possible to form a composite relaxation: 
(P^) Min cx + u(Ax - b) subject to 
v(Ax - b) £ 0, x £ S 
with corresponding composite dual 
(D) Max (v(P^)} 
u, v>0 
Finally, one can define a multiple surrogate constraint re­
laxation associated with k >_ 2 nonnegative multipliers v \ 
2 „ k 
v ^ o k (P ,v ,...,v ) Min cx subject to x E S, 
v 1 (Ax - b) £ 0 
v 2 ( A x - b) £ 0 
v k ( A x - b) < 0. 
The corresponding multiple surrogate dual is 
1 9 Vr 
(D k) Max (v(P v ,v ,...,v K)} 
v ,v ,...,v > 0 
In a like manner, any combination of lagrangian treatment of 
constraints in the objective function and surrogate combining 
of constraints can form a valid relaxation from which one can 
4 
define a corresponding dual problem. However, it will be 
sufficient for this investigation to restrict attention to 
the four relaxations defined above. 
To date, most research on these relaxation duals in 
integer programming has centered on the lagrangian dual. The 
important theoretical issues are documented in Geoffrion (20), 
and Bazaraa and Goode (5); and applications have been present­
ed by Held and Karp (31), Geoffrion (18), Balas (2), Fisher 
(13), Fisher, Northrup and Shapiro (14) and Rardin (39). The 
principal areas of research have included 
•Properties of v ( p u ) as a function of u, including 
concavity, subdifferentiability, ascent and steepest ascent 
directions 
•The existence and characterization of duality gaps, 
i.e. differences between v(P) and v(D ) 
J_i 
•The use of the dual as a lower bound in branch and 
bound schemes as a means of fathoming branches and deciding 
on which variable to branch 
•The issue of integrality, or when the value of the 
lagrangian relaxation could just as well be found by drop­
ping all integer requirements in S and solving the lagrangian 
as a linear program 
•Tactics for generating lagrange multipliers which 
solve ( D L ) , including general direct search methods based on 
the use of subgradients and Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition-based 
outer-linearization schemes 
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•Identification of classes of integer programs whose 
special structure permits particularly efficient use of la­
grangian relaxation techniques. 
Many of the corresponding areas have not been well 
developed in surrogate duality, and very little research has 
been directed to studying extensions such as multiple surro­
gate constraints and the composite dual. The successful ap­
plications of lagrangian duality and the fundamental result* 
that v(P) > v(D k) > v(D) > v(D_) > v(D_) (i.e. that the la-
— D — — O — Li 
grangian is actually the least successful for bounding the 
value of the primal) lead one to suspect that further develop­
ment of the surrogate dual and its extensions should prove 
beneficial. This dissertation undertakes such a development. 
Surrogate Duality Literature 
The idea of surrogate constraints was first introduced 
by Glover (24) in 1965 in conjunction with 0-1 integer pro­
gramming. Glover's definition of the strength of a surrogate 
constraint leads to the choice of the multiplier, v, which 
maximizes the value of the surrogate relaxation, v ( P v ) . How­
ever , he only shows how to obtain the strongest surrogate con­
straint when restricting attention to two inequalities. 
Glover also introduces the idea of using multiple surrogate 
constraints. 
By 1967, Balas (3) and Geoffrion (17) had demonstrated 
* 
See Chapter II for a proof. 
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the practical usefulness of using surrogate constraints in 
0-1 integer programming under certain relaxed assumptions. 
However, the assumptions utilized by these two researchers 
had the effect of replacing the original integer programming 
problem by a linear programming problem whose structure was 
sufficiently simple that the distinction between the surro­
gate constraint approach and the lagrangian approach vanished. 
In 1968 Glover (25) further developed the ideas of 
strongest surrogate constraints, comparing his definitions 
with those of Balas (3) and Geoffrion (17) . He presented the 
idea of replacing only a portion of the original problem con­
straints with a single surrogate constraint, leaving the 
others to be explicitly enforced, as a scheme for producing 
stronger surrogate duals. This concept corresponds to the 
definition in this dissertation with explicitly enforced con­
straints in the set S. 
The first major theoretical treatment of surrogate 
constraints in mathematical programming is that of Greenberg 
and Pierskalla (28) in 1970. Greenberg and Pierskalla show 
that v(P V) is quasi-concave in v. Thus all level sets of the 
function are convex, but a sequence of "plateaus" or "flat 
spots" may be encountered so that a local maximum is not 
necessarily a global one. Greenberg and Pierskalla also show 
that the surrogate duality gap, v ( P ) - v ( D g ) , is at least as 
small as the lagrangian duality gap and give an example show­
ing a strictly smaller gap. They also give sufficient con-
7 
ditions for no gap to exist between the surrogate dual and 
the primal. The composite idea of combining both dual formu­
lations by putting some of the constraints in the objective 
function and leaving some of them in the surrogate constraint 
is also first introduced in this paper as a means of further 
closing any gap which might exist. 
The approach by Glover (26) in 197 5 was to develop 
a duality theory which encompassed both surrogate and la­
grangian duality, as well as their composite, in a single 
framework through the concepts of parametric and relative 
subgradients. Optimality conditions were developed which 
demonstrated again that the surrogate approach often yields 
a smaller duality gap than the lagrangian. 
The only algorithmic development in surrogate duality 
has been by Banerjee (4) in 1971, who suggested a Benders 
(7) type approach for an integer linear program. This al­
gorithm (to be reviewed in Chapter IV) involves iteratively 
solving an expanding master problem as a linear program and 
a surrogate relaxation of (P) as a subproblem. Banerjee's 
work centered on lagrangian duality so that he did not fully 
develop, test or implement his surrogate concept. 
Purpose of the Dissertation 
It is easily seen by the brevity of the surrogate 
literature that there are a large number of unanswered theo­
retical and practical questions with regard to surrogate dual-
8 
ity and its extensions. In the remainder of this disserta­
tion, the following issues will be addressed: 
•Characterization of the composite and multiple sur­
rogate dual functions 
•Generalization of the integrality property to the 
surrogate dual and its extensions 
•Theoretical investigation of the occurrence of gaps 
between the various duals 
•Development of general search procedures for optimal 
surrogate dual multipliers 
•Application of surrogate duality in a primal branch-
and-bound scheme 
•Testing the search procedures and the bound improve­
ment from surrogate duality on a set of randomly generated 
0-1 integer linear programming problems 
The Branch-and-Bound Context 
Only in rare integer programs would one expect any of 
the dual problems defined above to directly produce a solu­
tion to (P). Thus the importance of the duals in integer 
programming centers on their ability to produce bounds for 
a branch-and-bound procedure. By careful partitioning of the 
constraints of a problem into relaxed ones Ax _< b and en­
forced ones x e S , one can create problems (P^), ( P v ) , etc. 
which are much easier to solve than (P). Thus the bound 
v(P ) or v(P v) is relatively easy to obtain, and searches 
9 
over u ^ O or v ^ O will produce improved bounds. To estab­
lish this branch-and-bound context for the ensuing chapters, 
a generalized branch-and-bound algorithm and an example of 
the use of relaxation duality will be briefly outlined here. 
Figure 1 presents an outline of a general branch-and-
bound procedure. To facilitate the discussion, define P(T) 
to be the same as (P) except that x is restricted to x e T. 
The set of feasible solutions to (P) can be parti­
tioned into independent subsets by an enumeration which 
places additional constraints on each integer variable. The 
unenumerated portion of (P) can be represented by a list of 
candidate problems, each of which is simply (P) with certain 
additional constraints x E T appended. Each additional con­
straint stipulates that the value of one of the integer vari­
ables must lie in a certain closed interval or take on a 
certain fixed value. The best currently known feasible solu­
tion to (P) is called the incumbent solution with incumbent 
solution value v . In Step 1, some candidate problem, P ( T ) , 
which could still produce an optimal solution to (P), is 
chosen to be explicitly explored. One or more relaxations 
are then solved in Step 2. If it is determined that P(T) 
could not yield a feasible solution to (P) which is better 
than the incumbent solution, then P(T) is fathomed, i.e. 
eliminated from further consideration in Step 8. If a solu­
tion to a relaxation of P(T) is found to be feasible for (P) 
then a new incumbent is saved at Step 3, and P(T) is fathomed 
10 
0. Put P((fl) in the candidate list with bound set v* = + 0 0 . . 




No 2. Solve one or more relaxations of P(T) with highest solution value v(T) 
3. Save solution as 
new incumbent, v = 
(T), eliminate any 
members of candidate 
list with bound > v* 
4. Decidewhether to persist in attempting 
to fathom P(T). if so, return to Step 2, 
otherwise go to Step 5.' 
5. Use the results of Step 2 to further restrict the inter-
v a l s m wruch a solution to P(T) may ^ found. 
r Use the results of Step 2 to select a 
branching variable x^ to fix in P(T) 
7. f P i T ( 2 in candidate list by P( T l) and P(T 2) where T! and T 2 are the same as T except for a dichotomous 
interval constraint on x k. Bounds are as calculated in 
btep 2. 
Figure 1. Flow Chart of General Branch-and-Bound Approach 
11 
since no solution to P(T) can produce a lower cost. 
When a condidate problem is examined and not fathomed, 
the results of Step 2 may be used to further restrict the 
variable intervals in which a solution to P(T) with v(P(T)) 
< v* might be found. This procedure (Step 5) is termed range 
restriction. The candidate problem is next separated into 
two simpler candidate problems. In Step 6, the branching 
variable is chosen and in Step 7, a dichotomous interval con­
straint on the branching variable is added to produce the two 
new candidate problems. Returning to Step 1, the procedure 
is repeated until no candidate problems remain. 
The successful application of duality in a branch-and-
bound scheme can be seen to depend on the quality of the 
bound and the ease of computing the bound, since one must re­
peat the procedure over and over with different candidate 
sets. Taking advantage of special problem structure has led 
to the successful application of the lagrangian dual in Step 
2. With the travelling salesman problem, for example. Held 
and Karp (31) show that with the proper formulation (choice 
of set S) the lagrangian relaxation can essentially be solved 
as a minimal spanning tree problem for which there is an ex­
tremely fast greedy algorithm. More precisely. Held and Karp 
realized that an optimal travelling salesman tour is composed 
of a minimal 1-tree spanning system of links containing ex­
actly one cycle, constrained to have two links or arcs inci­
dent to each city or node. To find a 1-tree, one first re-
12 
moves one node from consideration, finds a spanning tree 
among the remaining nodes, then appends the remaining node 
to the spanning tree with two links. By choosing the set S 
to be the collection of minimal 1-trees (say with node 1 re­
moved) and placing the two-links-per-node constraints in the 
objective function via lagrange multipliers, each lagrangian 
relaxation is easily solved. After each relaxation solution, 
a new set of multipliers is obtained which will improve the 
bound v (P ) . 
u 
Note that one solves relaxations repeatedly in order 
to solve any of the dual problems for any candidate problem. 
Thus a formulation which allows an easy solution to each re­
laxation is very important. Hansen and Krarup (30) report 
excellent computational times in solving the lagrangian dual 
for the travelling salesman problem and the bounds in this 
formulation have been shown to be very good with small if any 
duality gap (6). Thus the travelling salesman problem satis­
fies all of the conditions for a successful application of 
lagrangian duality in integer programming. 
The above discussion illustrates how relaxation duals 
are actually used to calculate bounds for candidate problems 
(P(T)). However, the process of obtaining bounds is the 
same for all T. Thus the T reference will be omitted in all 
ensuing discussions, and duals will be discussed in terms of 





As discussed in Chapter I, the importance of the sur­
rogate dual and its extensions is based on the ability to 
provide good bounds on v(P). Geoffrion (20), Glover (26), 
and Greenberg and Pierskalla (28) prove or imply all of the 
following value relationships: 
v(P) >_ v(Dgk) > v(D) > v(D ) > v(D L) > v (P) 
Here (P) is the linear programming relaxation of the problem 
(P). In this section their proofs are summarized in Lemma 
2.1 and Theorem 2.2, and an example is provided which shows 
strict inequality throughout the above expression. 
Lemma 2.1 
v(P) > v ( P U , V ) > v(P^) for all u, v > 0 and 
v ( P V ) _> v(P ) for all v _> 0. 
Proof: 
1 1 / n i (less constrained)/... v(P) v/Min cx 
s.t v(Ax - b) <_ 0 
u (Ax - b) < 0, x £ S 
14 
adding nonpositive 
= v ( P u ' v ) \ t o Active function/ n c x + u ( A x _ b ) 
s.t. v (Ax - b) <_ 0 
u (Ax - b) <_ 0, x e S 
(less constrained) ̂ M i n c x + u { R x _ fa) ^ = v ( p v } ^ 
s.t. v(Ax - b) < 0, x e S 
The second portion of the Lemma follows from the first by 
choosing u = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.2 
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) 
v(P) <_ v ( D L ) <_ V < D S ) 1 V ( D ) 1 v(D gk) £ v(P) 
Proof: 
(i) A well known result of linear programming is that 
the value of a linear program is equal to the value of its 
n J -i m i , ~ /FIX »« ,- . (more constrained) lagrangian dual. Thus, v(P) = Max v (P ) v 
u>0 u -
Max v(P ) = v ( D _ ) . 
U>_0 
(ii) Let u* be an optimal dual multiplier for 
(Lemma 2.1) * 
( D T ) . v(D_) = v(P *) < v ( P u ) < Max v(P v) = v ( D c ) . 
L L u ~ v>0 S 
(iii) Let v* be an optimal surrogate multiplier for 
(D ) . v(D o) = V ( P V ) < Max v ( P v ) < Max v (P V) = v ( D ) . 
b S u>0 u ~ u,v>0 u 
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(iv) Now let u*, v* solve (D). 
* (Lemma 2.1) * * 
v(D) = v ( P * ) < v(P u , v ) < Max v ( P u , v ) 
U u,v>0 
v (D g2) <_ v (Dgk) , k >_ 2. 
(v) v(D ck) = Max v (P v ' * * * , v ) 
1 2 k v , v , . . . , v > 0 
(more constrained) ,_x 
v(P). 
Q.E.D. 
Figure 2 presents an example which shows that it is 
possible for v(P) > v(D c2) > v(D) > v(D_) > v(D T) > v(P); 
that is, strict improvement is obtained each time a 'more 
difficult' relaxation is considered, and in each case there 
is a duality gap to the primal. 
The problem considered is 
Minimize - 6 x ^ - l ^ x 2 
s.t -lOXj^ + 1 0 x 2 < 7 
15X-L + 6 5 x 2 £ 156 
9 x x + 2 x 2 <_ 27 
x 
x ^ £ S = (integer : 2^ + 2 x 2 < 9} 
16 
Referring to Figure 2, it is clear that the optimal solution 
to the linear programming relaxation (P) occurs at the point 
labeled 1. This point corresponds to ( x ^ x ^ ) = (2 3/5, 1 4/5) 
implying v(P) = -44.4. Geoffrion (20) shows that the optimal 
value of the lagrangian dual, v(D ) , can be obtained by solv-
ing the linear program 
Min cx 
s.t. x e {Ax - b £ 0 D [ s ] } 
where [ s ] is the convex hull of S. This solution occurs at 
point 2 with (x-^x^ = (2 2/25, 1 23/25) and v (D-̂ ) = -43.2. 
The value of the surrogate dual, v(D ) , can be found by try-
ing various combinations of constraints 1, 2, and 3. One 
optimal surrogate constraint is constraint 2 itself, which 
'cuts o f f the superoptimal points (x^,X2) = (0,4), (0,3), 
(1,3) and (2,2). The optimal surrogate solution then occurs 
at (x^,X2) = (1,2) with v(D g) = -38. The optimal value of 
the composite dual may be found by trying various surrogate 
constraints and solving the corresponding linear program 
over the constraint set {Ax - b <_ 0fl[s']} where = 
(S H v(Ax - b) £ 0 ) . An optimal choice is again constraint 
2 by itself. That surrogate constraint results in [ s ^ ] as 
shown in Figure 2. The optimal value of the composite dual 
occurs at point 4, ( x ^ x ^ = (1 1/5, 1 9/10) and v (D) = -37.6. 
The optimal solution to the multiple surrogate, ( Dg2)/ can 
be found by trying all pairs of surrogate constraints. It 
Figure 2. Example of Duality Gaps 
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soon becomes obvious that no two surrogate constraints can 
cut off all three of the points ( x ^ x ^ = (1,2), (2,2) and 
(3,1). Cutting off points (1,2) and (2,2) leaves (x^,x 2) = 
(3,1) with v(Dg2) = -34. The optimal primal solution is 
clearly at ( x ^ x ^ = (2,1) with v(P) = -28. Thus the ex­
ample demonstrates that each successive relaxation results 
in an improved bound, but none avoids a duality gap. 
Searchability of the Dual Function 
The value of the optimal solution to various dual re­
laxations can be viewed as functions of their dual multi­
pliers. That is, v ( P u ) , v ( P v ) , v ( P ^ ) , and v ( P u , v ) are func­
tions of u, v, and (u,v). The characteristics of these func­
tions may determine whether there exist good search proce­
dures to find optimal or near optimal dual multipliers for 
each relaxation. It is well known (see for example Lasdon 
(34)) that the value of the lagrangian relaxation, v (P u) / is 
a piecewise linear concave function of u. This property has 
led to a number of successful search procedures for optimal 
lagrange multipliers (for a good review see Bazaraa and 
Goode (5)). Greenberg and Pierskalla (28) prove that the 
value of the surrogate relaxation, v ( P v ) , is a quasi-concave 
function of v. This property leads to the development of 
search procedures for optimal surrogate multipliers in Chap­
ter IV. Before investigating similar results for the com­
posite and multiple surrogate constraint relaxations, proofs 
19 
of the above two properties are presented for completeness 
Theorem 2.3 
Proof: 
v(P u) is a concave function of u. 
1 2 -Let u _> 0, u 21 0, a n d x solve (P-) where 
- 1 2 
u = Au + (1 - A)u for some 0 £ A <_ 1. Then v (P-) = 
cx + (Au 1 + (1 - A)u 2)(Ax - b) = 
A[cx + u 1 (Ax - b)] + (1 - A) [cx + u 2 (Ax - b)] > 
Av(P^l) + (1 - A) v(P^2) because x is just one feasible 





v(P V) is a quasi-concave function of v. 
1 2 1 1 2 2 Let v > 0, v > 0, x solve (P v ) , x solve (P v ) 
and x solve ( P v ) , where v = A v 1 + (1 - A)v 2 for some \, 
0 <_ A <_ 1. v (P v) is a quasi-concave function of v if 
- 1 2 
v(P V) > Min (v(P v ) , v ( P v )} for all A such that 0 _< A £ 1. 
- 1 2 
Suppose v(P v) < v(P ) and v(P ) . In this case x must be 
1 2 
infeasible in both (P V ) and (P v ) , and v 1 ( A x - b) > 0, 
v 2 ( A x - b) > 0. But then (Av 1 + (1 - A)v 2)(Ax - b) = 
v (Ax - b) > 0 which is a contradiction because x is feasi­
ble for ( P v ) . 
Q.E.D. 
The composite and multiple surrogate duals are sug­
gested by Greenberg and Pierskalla (28) and Glover (26) as 
20 
a means of helping to further close any lagrangian or surro­
gate duality gap. Again, an important question is whether 
there exist good search procedures to find optimal or near 
optimal multipliers for these two dual problems. 
Quasi-concavity is almost a minimal requirement for 
convenient searching of a surface. Unfortunately the next 
two examples will show that v ( P u , v ) and v(P v) lack this 
u 
property as functions of (u,v). A quasi-concave function 
may possess "flat spots" which imply local maxima, but a 
monotone nondecreasing path (monotone increasing if one 
could ignore the "flat spots") may be found in maximizing 
the function. A function which lacks quasiconcavity may 
have much 'stronger' or 'strict' local maxima in the sense 
that a strict decrease in the function value must precede 
any increase. These results make impractical simple direc­
tion search procedures for optimal composite or multiple 
surrogate multipliers. 
Turning first to the composite dual, consider the 
problem 
Min 4x 
s. t. x l + 5 x 2 4 < 0 
5x 1 + x 2 4 < 0 
x e S 
where S = { x : 0 < x < 2 , x integer}. 
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Let u 1 = (0,0), v 1 = (1,1), u 2 = (4/5, 0) and v 2 = (0,2). 
If v(P V) is a quasi-concave function of (u,v) then v(P-) > u u — 
1 2 
Min { v ( P v 1 ) , v ( P V 2 ) } where (u, v) = X ( u 1 , v 1 ) + (1 - X ) ( u 2 , v 2 ) , 
u u 
for any 0 < X < 1. 
1 
v (P -̂ ) = v Min -4x^ - 5 x 2 \ = -5 with solution u 7 
/ 
s.t. 6 x 1 + 6 x 2 - 8 < 0 
x e S 
( x l f x 2 ) = (0,1). 
2 ^ 
v ( P V 2 ) = A ^ M i n -i|-x^ - x 2 - — ^ = -5 1/5 with solution 
s.t. IOX-L + 2 x 2 - 8 <_ 0 
x e S 
( x 1 , x 2 ) = (0,2). 
- 2 3 Let X = H, then u = (-j*-, 0) and v = (H, j) . 
v 18 8 v(P-) = v . Min —r-x n - 3 x 0 - — \ = -7 3/5 with solution u / 5 1 2 5 \ 
s.t. 8X1 + 4 x 2 - 8 £ 0 
x e S 
1 2 
(x 1,x 2) = (0,2). v(P-) / Min (v(P V' 1), v ( P V 2 ) } so that v (P V) 
u u u u 
is not a quasi-concave function of (u,v). 
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The above example may also be used to show that v(P V) 
u 
may have 'strict' local maxima. Consider Figure 3 which is 
a graphical representation of the above example. Choose 
1 * v = (1,1) and find the corresponding u which maximizes 
/ v 1, . 1 v (P ). Since v only allows the points 0, 1 and 3 to be 
feasible (following the analysis given for Figure 2) the 
v 1 
optimal solution value for Max v(P ) occurs at the point 
u^O u 
1 
labeled 6 in Figure 3. Thus u* = 0, u* > 0, and v ( P V ) = 
1 z * 
u 1 * 1 3 * 3 cx + u (Ax - b) = cx + u (Ax - b ) . To improve on this 
value it is necessary to have v make either points 1 and 2 
or points 3 and 4 infeasible, with corresponding optimal 
choices for u giving solution values at the points 7 and 8 
respectively. In rotating v 1 to accomplish this task and to 
keep v(P^ ) from decreasing, u must remain fixed at u* as 
long as both points 1 and 3 are feasible. In attempting to 
cut off points 1 and 2, point 4 must first be made feasible. 
However this implies a decrease in v ( P v + ) since the best 
u 
choice of u (if both 1 and 4 are feasible) gives a solution 
value occurring at point 5. A similar result is found in 
attempting to cut off both points 3 and 4. So a strict local 
* 1 
maximum is found at (u , v ) . 
The next example shows that the two-surrogate function, 
v ( P u , v ) , is also not a quasi-concave function of (u,v). Con­
sider the problem 
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where S = { x : 0 <_ x <_ 1 , x integer}. 
Let u x = (1,0), v1 = (0,2), u 2 = (0,2), v 2 = (1,0). Then 
1 v 1 2 2 x = (1,1) is infeasible for both (P u , ) and (P u , v ) since: 
(Ax - b ) 1 = 1, (Ax - b ) 2 = -1 
u 1 ( A x - b) = 1, v 1 ( A x - b) = -2 
u 2 (Ax - b) = - 2 , v 2 (Ax - b) = 1 
u 1 v 1 u 2 v 2 Clearly v(P , ) and v(P ' ) are both > cx = -2 since x 
is infeasible to both problems and no other x e S has a value 
less than -1. 
Letting A = h gives u = v = (h,l) and u(Ax - b) = -h. 
Therefore x is feasible for ( P u , v ) and v ( P u , v ) = -2 / 
1 1 2 2 
Min {v(P u , v ) , v ( P U ' v ) }. 
The above examples apparently preclude simple searches 
for optimal dual multipliers in (D) and (D k ) . Glover (26) 
suggests that it may be appropriate to proceed by keeping 
u • v = 0, that is, not putting more than one type of multi-
" X l " X 2 
2 x l + x 2 ~ 2 1 0 : (Ax - b) 
~ X 1 + X 2 ~ 1 ~ ° : ^ ~ b ^ 
x e S 
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plier on each constraint. The example below, however, shows 
that this restriction may prevent finding the optimal solu­
tion for the composite dual. Consider the problem 
Min 
s.t. 
where S = { x : 0 £ £ 4, 0 < < 1, x integer}. 
As in the example of Figure 2, a solution is obtained by try­
ing various surrogate constraints, determining the resulting 
convex hull of S^, where = { S O v ( A x - b) £ 0} and finding 
the solution value to the corresponding linear program. Fig­
ure 4 shows an optimal surrogate constraint for (D), the 
resulting convex hull of S^, and the point x* which deter­
mines the optimal solution value for (D) . Note that v-̂  > 0 
in any optimal surrogate constraint. 
As will be shown in Chapter 3, the optimal lagrange 
multipliers u will be the dual multipliers for the problem 
(P u) with S replaced by [ŝ ]. Since constraint 1 is binding 
at the optimal solution, u^ > 0. Thus both u-̂  > 0 and v^ > 0, 
so that the optimal solution is not complementary. Similar 
examples may be used to show that complementary u and v do 
not lead to optimal solutions even in the case of block 
" 3 x l " 2 X 2 
5 x l + x 2 " 1 4 - 0 
x-̂  + 10x 2 - 11 < 0 
x E S 
26 
Figure 4. Example of Optimal (u,v) not complementary 
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diagonal structure of the constraint matrix A. 
The above example can also be used to show the futil­
ity of a search procedure for (D) which finds an optimal u 
for a given v, then tries to find a new v, iteratively 
searching for lagrangian and surrogate multipliers. The 
lack of quasi-concavity leads to a local optimal solution. 
Consider Figure 4 with an initial choice of v which cuts off, 
i.e. makes infeasible, only the points x = (4,0), (3,1) and 
(4,1). Then the optimal choice of u is u = (0, 1/9) with 
solution value -6 8/9 as determined by the point labelled y. 
Keeping u = (0, 1/9) and trying to find a better v terminates 
in failure. The points x = (3,0) and (2,1) cannot both be 
made infeasible by any choice of v, yet cx + u(Ax - b) = 
-6 8/9 for both of these points when u = (0, 1/9). As shown 
earlier, the optimal solution value occurs at the point x* 
and is clearly greater than -6 8/9. 
The above counter-examples seem to preclude any suc­
cessful search procedures for optimal dual multipliers in 
the composite and multiple surrogate duals. Thus search 
procedures for those duals are not further pursued in this 
dissertation. However, multiplier search procedures for the 
surrogate dual (D ) are fully explored in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER III 
GAPS AND INTEGRALITY PROPERTIES 
In the previous chapter it was shown that each dual 
relaxation can provide a strictly better bound on the primal 
problem than the preceding "simpler" relaxation; i.e., there 
are gaps between the duals. Duality gaps are often consid­
ered in research on mathematical programming. However, with 
the exception of some important work by Geoffrion (20), in­
terest in the past has centered on conditions under which 
there are no primal-to-dual gaps. Since primal-to-dual gaps 
are almost always present in integer programming, such con­
ditions are of little practical interest. The more important 
question for integer programmers is, "Under what conditions 
will particular duals provide a strictly better bound than 
other, 'simpler 1 duals?" The chief intent of this chapter 
is to investigate conditions characterizing when strict dif­
ferences do or do not result as one moves from dual to dual. 
If no improvement is to be gained, then it would be best to 
work with the "simpler" relaxation, since each potentially 
stronger relaxation is more difficult to solve. 
In the following sections, each dual relaxation will 
be discussed with respect to primal-dual gaps, and the gaps 
between the dual in question and simpler duals. In order 
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to conveniently present these ideas, the following notation 
will be employed where necessary. Let P(R) be the version 
of P with the constraint x e S replaced by x e R. Correspond­
ing relaxation and dual problems are P (R), PV(R), D (R), 
U J_J 
and Dg(R). Let £RJ represent the convex hull of the set R. 
Also let a bar over the name of any constraint set represent 
the same set with all integrality requirements relaxed. Thus 
P(S) is the linear programming relaxation of P. Finally, 
define the function to represent the set of optimal 
solutions to the problem (•). 
Lagrangian Dual 
As noted in Chapter I, the integer programming dual 
which has received greatest attention in the literature is 
the lagrangian dual. Many important questions have been 
researched and some results are well known. However, for 
completeness and motivation of later sections, the lagran­
gian results will be reviewed in this section. 
Primal-Dual Gap 
Although the emphasis in this chapter is on gaps be­
tween the dual relaxations themselves, it is instructive to 
review the primal-dual gap characteristics which may give 
some insight into later results. In the lagrangian case, 
the well known primal-dual gap property is as follows: 
Theorem 3.1 
Let u e Q(DT) and let x e Q(P ) . Then v(D ) = v(P) 
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and x e fl(P)' if and only if Ax - b < 0 and u (Ax - b) = 0 . 
Proof: 
See, for example, Lasdon (34). 
Q.E.D. 
Observe that for no primal-dual gap to exist a solu­
tion to the lagrangian dual must be both primal feasible and 
satisfy complementarity; i.e., u(Ax - b) = 0 . Since most 
integer programming problems of interest do not satisfy these 
conditions, one would normally expect a primal-to-dual dual­
ity gap. 
Integrality Property 
A key element of Geoffrion's (20) development of la­
grangian duality in integer programming is the idea of an in­
tegrality property in the lagrangian relaxation. Geoffrion 
shows that some lagrangian formulations of P possessing this 
property can just as well be replaced by P(S), i.e., the ad­
ditional complexity of obtaining a bound from the lagrangian 
dual leads to no improvement over the standard bound from the 
linear programming relaxation of (P). Formally, 
Definition 
The problem (P ) has the integrality property if 
v(P u(S)) = v(P u(S)) for all u > 0, i.e., if the lagrangian 
relaxation can be solved as a linear program for all u. 
Letting u denote the optimal dual multiplier vector 
for the ordinary linear program P ( S ) , one can express 
Geoffrion's key results as follows: 
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Theorem 3.2 
(i) v(P(S)) = v(D_(S)) < v(P-(S)) < v(D T(S)) = 
i-i — U — Li 
v(DL([s})) = v(P([s])) . 
(ii) If the problem (P ) has the integrality property, 
then v(P(S)) = v(P-(S)) = v(D_(S)). 
U Li 
Proof: 
See Geoffrion (20). 
Theorem 3.2 has a number of important implications for 
developing lagrangian strategies for integer programming 
problems: 
(a) v(P(S)) = v(D^(S)) implies that relaxing the con­
straint set S when solving the lagrangian dual precludes any 
potential bound improvement over the bound from the linear 
programming relaxation (P(S)). 
(b) v(D T(S)) < v(P-(S)) < v(D T(S)) implies that the 
optimal dual multiplier vector for P ( S ) , although not neces­
sarily an optimal lagrange multiplier for P^(S), provides at 
least as good and possibly a better bound than v(P(S)). 
(c) The set S can be replaced by the convex hull of 
S, [s], and no change in lagrangian dual solution value will 
occur. 
(d) v(D (S)) = v(P([s])), i.e., the value of the la­
grangian dual may be obtained by solving the linear program 
formed when S is replaced in (P) by [sj. (This result was 
used in Chapter II to solve graphically for v(D T).) 
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Most important, part (ii) of Theorem 3.2 indicates 
that the lagrangian dual does not provide increased bounding 
power over the linear programming relaxation when the la­
grangian relaxation has the integrality property. The sig­
nificance of this result can be shown by considering the ex­
amples in the next section of natural problem formulations 
having the integrality property. 
Integrality Property Examples 
The integrality property for the lagrangian relaxa­
tion arises in many of the most natural formulations of the 
primal problem. The examples listed below exemplify this 
point by illustrating the potential weakness* of the lagran­
gian dual. The first two examples are taken from Geoffrion 
(20) . 
Example 1. Consider the constraint S to consist of 
only integer lower and upper bounds, L^ and U , on some or 
all of the variables. Clearly the integrality property is 
present in this case since v(P (S)) = Min cx + u(Ax - b) has 
xeS 
a solution obtained by choosing x. = L. if (c + u A ) . > 0 and 
3 3 3 
x. = U. if (c + u A ) . < 0. The same solution is optimal when 
3 3 3 -
S is relaxed to constraints L. < x. < U., x. continuous. 
3 ~ 3 ~ 3 3 
Example 2. Consider a case where the constraint set 
S is like that of Example 1 with L. = 0 , but it also includes 
Of course, successful applications of lagrangian 
duality have been exhibited (see for example (13), (14) , (18) , 
(31)) but the formulations used were quite innovative. 
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some generalized upper bound constraints of the form 
1 x. < 1, k = 1, 2,...,K, where J,,...,J are disjoint 
subsets of the variable index set I. Such constraints per­
form a "multiple choice function," for example in the case 
of mutually exclusive projects in a capital budgeting prob­
lem. The identical optimal solutions to P (S) or P (S) can 
r u u 
again be determined by inspection. It is only necessary to 
search for the smallest (c - u A ) . coefficient in each subset 
J 
J k. 
Example 3. The integrality property is also present 
in any problem in which the constraint set S is unimodular. 
In this case, replacing S by S does not change the solution 
to P U ( S ) since S has all integer extreme points. An example 
in which a logical lagrangian formulation would yield a set 
of constraints S which are unimodular is the integer multi-
commodity minimum cost flow problem (MCMC). Consider the 
following formulation. 
k „k (MCMC) Min I I c*. f* 
k=l (i,j)£A 1 J 1 J 
J f i j - J fkji k . k 
jeN jeN = | v I = s 
0 i * s k , t k 
- v k i = t k 
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r 
J f k . < u.. for all (i, j)e A 
f i j 1 0 f o r a 1 1 (ifj)e A and all k 
f̂ _. integer for all (i, j)e A and all k 
where N is the set of nodes of the network 
A is the set of arcs of the network 
f.. is the flow of commodity k from node i to node j I D 
v is the total required flow of commodity k from 
s k to t k 
u^j is the capacity of arc (i,j) 
k k 
s and t are the source and sink, respectively, 
for commodity k. 
v k 
Placing the capacity constraints, ) f.. < u.. for all 
k=l 1 3 ~ 1 3 
(i,j)eA, in the objective function via a lagrange multiplier 
produces a lagrangian relaxation which separates into r 
single commodity flows. It is well known (see Ford and 
Fulkerson (15)) that the single commodity flow problem is 
unimodular. Thus, the integrality constraint is superfluous 
in the lagrangian relaxations, and the integrality property 
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holds. 
Example 4. A number of nonlinear programming problems 
can be arbitrarily closely approximated using integer linear 
programming formulations. One such example is the following 
integer programming problem with separable concave cost func­
tion (IPC). 
(IPC) Min I y.(y) 
j 
s.t. Ay £ b 
0 £ y £ d, y integer 
where y (y) is a piecewise-linear concave function of y^ only. 
With the proper change of variables, one can formulate an in­
teger linear programming problem with the same set of solu­
tions. Let 
k . k r- k k k x. has cost = w.f . + v.x. 
3 H D D D 
S = {x:0 < x k < d,w k, Y w k < 1, w k > 0, w k and x k integer} 
- 3 ~ k 3 ! - 3 - 3 - 3 3 y 
Then writing the expression for y simply as y = g(x) yields 
the fixed charge formulation 
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Min r v/ k k , ,-k k. > ) (v .x . + f .w.) . r 3 D D D 
D k 
s.t. Ag(x) - b < 0 
x e S 
The lagrangian relaxation is 
Min I I ( v k x k + f*w*) + u(Ag(x) - b) 
• i_ j j j j 
s.t. x e S 
The set S is similar to the "multiple choice" constraints of 
k 
Example 2. Any solution to p u ( s ) has x_. = 0 or d̂ ., and is 
the same if S is replaced by S. Therefore, this formulation 
also has the integrality property. 
The type of results that have been presented for the 
lagrangian dual may also be developed for the surrogate dual 
and its extensions. After reviewing the conditions for no 
primal-dual gap, the integrality property is generalized to 
the surrogate case and shown to be much less an issue com­
pared to the lagrangian case. Conditions for gaps between 
the lagrangian and surrogate duals are developed which in­
dicate expected improvement in v(D ) over v(D ) in most prob-
lems of interest. These gap conditions also lead to a two 




Greenberg and Pierskalla (28) and Glover (26) give 
conditions under which v(P) = v ( D g ) . The following theorem 
and proof paraphrase their result. 
Theorem 3.3 
Let vefi(D ) . Then v (P) = v ( D g ) if and only if there 
exists an x e ft(Pv) such that Ax - b <_ 0. 
Proof: 
Any x which is feasible for (P) is also feasible for 
(P V) , for all v _> 0. Therefore if v(P) = v (D ) and v e ft(D ) , 
then any x optimal for (P) is optimal for (P v) and cx = v(P) = 
v ( D s ) . 
Conversely, if Ax - b < 0 for some x e f t ( P v ) , then x 
is feasible for (P). Since the primal is in terms of mini­
mization and in general v(Dg) _< v (P) , x is an optimal solu­
tion for (P) and v (D ) = v ( P ) . 
Q. E. D. 
Note that in comparison with the lagrangian case, the 
surrogate case does not require complementarity; i.e., 
v(Ax - b) = 0 . Thus in some sense the surrogate dual is less 
restrictive. This important difference will be referred to 
again when discussing lagrangian-surrogate gaps. 
Integrality Property 
In the surrogate case one can also define an integral­
ity property, i.e., v(P v(S)) = v(P v(S)) for all v j> 0. But 
it shall be seen that the bounding weakness in the lagrangian 
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cases does not generally hold for surrogate formulations. 
The role of the integrality property in the surrogate 
case revolves around the relationship between v(D (S)) and 
v(Dg(S)). The following theorem summarizes these results. 
Theorem 3.4 
( i ) v(D T ( S ) ) = v ( D Q ( [ s ] ) ) 
(ii) v(P(S)) = v(D L(S)) = v(D g(S)) 
(iii) If P V(S) has the integrality property then 
v(P(S)) = v(P_(S)) = v(D L(S)) = v ( D s ( S ) ) . 
Proof: 
(i) v(D ([s])) = v s Max Min cx 
v_>0 
s.t. v (Ax - b) <_ 0 
x e [s] 
The inner minimization problem is convex so it equals 
its lagrangian dual. Thus, 
v(D q ( [ s j)) = v /Max Max Min cx + av(Ax - b)\ 
(
 a!° ) 
\ s.t. x e [ s ] / 
Since a and v appear only as a product inside the maximiza­
tion, the problem can be reduced to one in u = av giving 
v(D 0 ( [s~ | ) ) = v / M a x Min cx + u (Ax - b)\ Av (D_ (fsl) ) . 
^ u>0 xe [S] J ~ L 
By Theorem 3.2 the last quantity is equivalent to 
v ( D L ( S ) ) . 
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(ii) The proof is identical to part (i) with £sj 
replaced by (S). 
(iii) By the integrality property of P V ( S ) , v(P v(S)) = 
v(p v(S)) for all v •> 0 including any optimal v. Thus, 
v(D (S)) = v(D (S) ) . Using this result, part (ii), Theorem 
3.2, and the definitions of various duals one obtains 
v(P(S)) = v(D L(S)) < v(P-(S)) <_ v(D L(S)) < v(D s(S)) = v ( D g ( S ) ) . 
It then follows from part (ii) that v(P(S)) = v(P_(S)) = 
v(D L(S) ) = v(D g(S) ) . 
Q. E. D. 
There are several implications of Theorem 3.4. First, 
note that if P V(S) has the surrogate integrality property, 
neither D L ( S ) nor Dg(S) is of any value in improving on the 
bound from P ( S ) . Also, if one relaxes P V ( S ) , and solves it 
cis a linear program, when it does not have the integrality 
property, one still only gets v(P(S)) as a dual value. Thus, 
the problem P V(S) must be solved optimally for the dual to be 
helpful. 
It seems obvious that it would be harder to find an 
example for which P V(S) has the integrality property than 
one where P U ( S ) has the property. The next theorem and cor­
ollary will demonstrate that this observation is very much 
the case. First note that all examples in the literature of 
the integrality property holding for a problem p u ( S ) are 
based on the structure of the constraint set Ax < b, x e S, 
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and not on the cost vector c. 
Theorem 3.5 
If S is finite, P(S) has a unique optimal solution, 
and v(P(S)) = v(D g(S))' for all cost vectors c, then v(P(S)) = 
v(P(S)) . 
Proof: 
LP — LP Let x be the unique solution to P ( S ) . Since x is 
unique, one can perturb the cost function in any arbitrary 
LP 
direction d, and still keep x unique, for a sufficiently 
small step a in the direction d. 
By assumption v(D g(S)) = v(D g(S)) = v(P(S)). So there 
LP 
must exist x e ^ ( D g ( S ) ) such that cx = cx , i.e., x e S which 
lie on the plane L defined by cx = v(P(S)). 
Since S is a finite set, there exists an a > 0 such 
i LP i 
that | cx - cx I > a for all x e S with xgfL. That is the 
x e S which do not lie in the plane L, must be some strictly 
positive distance from L. Therefore, for a sufficiently 
small change ad in c, all such x will not.be contained in the 
LP 
plane L " defined by (c + ad)x = (c + ad)x . But by assump­
tion v(D g(S)) = v(P(S)) for all c. Thus, there must exist 
x e S such that x e L and x e L'. 
Choose d = e 1 , the first unit vector. Then for 
sufficiently small, there must exist x e S such that x e L 
and x e L^ where L^ is the plane defined by (c + a^e^)x = 
LP LP (c + a-^e^)x . But cx = cx since x e L, so we must have 
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a 1 e l x = a ^ e ^ x L P which implies x 1 = x ^ P . That is, the first 
LP 
component of x is the same as the first component of an 
x e S. 
Now all x e S such that x i L or x i L^ are at some 
strictly positive distance from the plane L^. Choose another 
direction d = e 2« Again, for a 2 > 0, sufficiently small, 
there must exist x E S with x E L and x E L^ such that 
LP 
(c + a i e i + a 2 e 2 ^ X = ^ c + a i e i + a 2 e 2 ^ X * B u t X e L l "*"m"" 
n . LP plies x 2 = x 2 . 
Now continue to interatively construct new costs 
c + a n e n + a 0 e 0 + ... .+ a.e. such that there must exist an 1 1 2 2 j j 
LP 
x e S with x^ = x^ , i = 1, 2,...,j. Letting j = n implies 
that x L P £ S . But then x L P is feasible for P ( S ) . Since 
_ T p 
v(P(S)) <_ v(P(S)), x is an optimal solution for P(S) and 
v(P(S) ) = v(P(S) ) . 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3.5 implies that if surrogate duals for a 
problem yield no improvement over the linear programming re­
laxation, then the original integer problem can be solved as 
a linear program. Since the integrality property is a suf­
ficient condition for v(P(S)) = v ( D g ) , we have the following 
corollary: 
Corollary 3.6 
If (P V(S)) has the integrality property for all c, 
then v(P(S) ) = v(P(S) ) . 
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Proof: 
By the integrality property for all c and Theorem 3.4, 
v(Dg(S)) = v(P(S)) for all c. The conclusion now follows via 
Theorem 3.5. 
Q.E.D. 
Thus, Corollary 3.6 says that one need not worry about 
the integrality property pertaining to the surrogate relaxa­
tion for most problems. If S is finite, then v(D )) = v(P(S)) 
for all c only if P(S) can be solved as a linear program. In 
general, this would happen only for very specially structured 
problems under a condition such as unimodularity. 
Note that Corollary 3.6 implies that none of the prob­
lem formulations in Examples 1, 2, 3 and 4 can have the sur­
rogate integrality property for general cost functions, even 
though they have the lagrangian integrality property. If 
they did, then Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.6 would indicate 
that v(P(S)) = v(P(S)) so that each formulation could be 
solved using linear programming. Each example, however, is 
not generally solvable by linear programming; that is, they 
are truly integer programming problems. 
To further see the bounding advantage of D (S) note 
that one can generally improve on the v(P(S)) bound for 
v(P(S)) by solving the one subproblem P U(S) where u is ob­
tained from the linear program P ( S ) . This case can occur 
even when the lagrangian relaxation has the integrality pro­
perty. Figure 5 presents a graphical example of just such a 
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problem (Example 1 of the previous section). 
Figure 5. Example of Integrality Property for (P ) , not (P ) 
Let S = {x : 0 <_ x £ 1, x integer} 
The optimal lagrangian solution takes on the same value as 
the solution to P(S), because P U ( S ) has the lagrangian in­
tegrality property, i.e., v(D L(S)) = v(P(S) = cx^. The plane 
u(Ax - b) = 0 will pass through x^ and be parallel to the 
cost contours of c. An optimal surrogate solution must occur 
1 2 3 
at points x , x , or x , all lying in higher level sets of 
the objective function cx. Thus, v(P u(S)) > v(P-(S)) = 
v(P(S)). 
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In the next section, further characterization of when 
gaps may occur between the lagrangian and surrogate duals is 
developed. 
Lagrangian-Surrogate Gaps 
It was shown in the previous section that one condi­
tion for no gap to exist between the surrogate and lagrangian 
duals is that (P v) have the integrality property. However, 
Theorem 3.5 demonstrated that the integrality property will 
not occur in many problems of interest. 
Concentration here is on further characterizations of 
when such a gap does or does not exist, i.e., when v ( D L ) = 
or < v ( D c ) . Recall that the function ft(•) represents the set 
of optimal solutions to the problem (•). Consider first the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3.7 
If v ( D T ) = v(D_) and u e ft (D ) , then u e ft (D ) and J_J o -Li o 
ft(PU) = { x e f t ( P u ) : u(Ax - b) = 0 } . 
Proof: 
To show u£ft(D ) , note that for all x e S, cx < v(D T) 
implies u(Ax - b) > 0. Thus, all x e S with cx < v(D ) are 
L 
infeasible in (P U) , and v ( P U ) > v ( D T ) . But then v (D_ ) < 
— J_J L — 
v(P u) <_ v(D g) = v ( D L ) and u solves (D g) . 
Now if x £ ft(Pu) then u(Ax - b) £ 0. But by x e S and 
u £ ft(DT) , v(D_) < cx + u(Ax - b) < cx < v(D ) = v ( D _ ) . Thus, 
1J Li — — — o Li 
X £ f t ( P u ) and u (Ax - b) = 0 . Conversely, if X E f t f P ^ ) and 
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u (Ax - b) = 0 , then v (D ) = cx = v(D g) and u (Ax - b) <_ 0 so 
that x e ft ( P u ) . 
Q. E. D. 
The observations in Lemma 3.1 lead immediately to the 
next theorem. 
Theorem 3.8 
Either v(D ) > v(D ) or for every u C ft(D ) , there o L L 
exist xeft(P u) such that u (Ax - b) = 0 . 
Proof: 
Lemma 3.7 shows that if v(D ) = v(D ) then the set 
o L 
ft(Pu) is identical to { x e f t ( P u ) : u (Ax - b) = 0 } . The theo­
rem follows directly from the fact that ft(Pu) is nonempty. 
Q. E. D. 
Theorem 3.8 states that the surrogate and lagrangian 
dual values can be equal only if there exist complementary 
x's for every optimal lagrange multiplier u, i.e., x's with 
u(Ax - b) = 0. This result has some value in arguing the 
merits of the surrogate approach, since it seems unlikely in 
most integer programs that an exactly complementary x could 
be found for every optimal lagrangian multiplier u. 
Also, recall that complementarity plays a key role in 
the theory of gaps between v(D ) , v(D ) and v (P). That is, 
if an optimal solution to (P ) is feasible in (P) and satis­
fies u(Ax - b) = 0 , then it is optimal in (P). In the sur­
rogate case the corresponding result does not require com­
plementarity. Thus, it is not surprising that complementarity 
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arises here as the key issue in gaps between v(D ) and v(D ) . 
L S 
It is also possible to apply Theorem 3.8 in a constructive 
test to detect a gap between v(D ) and v(D ) . 
Theorem 3.9 
Let u be an optimal multiplier for (D ) and define 
the (possibly empty) set A = ( x e f K P ^ ) : u (Ax - b) = 0 } . If 
one solves 
Max a 
s.t. d (Ax - b) _> a f ° r a H x E A 
d _> 0 
and the optimal a = 0, then v(D ) = v(D ) . If S is a finite 
L S 
set and a ̂  0, v(D ) > v(D ) . 
o L 
Proof: 
Clearly, a > 0, and when A is empty, a is arbitrarily 
large which corresponds to the result of Theorem 3.8 that 
v(Dg) > v ( D ^ ) . If A is nonempty, then from Lemma 3.7, ft(Pu) = 
A. If u is not the optimal surrogate multiplier, then there 
must be w _> 0, such that w (Ax - b) > 0 for every x e ft(Pu) , 
i.e., such that all x e ft(Pu) are made infeasible in ( P w ) . If 
a = 0 there is no such w and v(D^) = v ( D g ) . If a > 0, then 
there exists a direction d such that (u + 3d)(Ax - b) > 0 
for all x e A, for all 3 > 0. Moreover, by the optimality of 
u in (D ) , u (Ax - b) > 0 for all x e S such that cx < v (D_) . 
Li L 
Thus, if S is finite, for the direction d chosen above, there 
must exist some 3 > 0 such that (u + 3d)(Ax - b) > 0 for all 
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x e S with cx <_ v (D ) . This implies that one can improve on 
ii 
v(D ) in (D ) by using u + 3d as a surrogate multiplier. 
J _ l o 
That is to say, v (D_) = v(P U) < v ( P u + 3 d ) < v ( D 0 ) , and the 
theorem follows. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3.9 suggests a two phase, lagrangian/surrogate 
algorithm which proceeds as follows: 
Phase I: (a) Solve (D T) for the optimal multiplier u. 
(b) Identify all complementary solutions to 
(P ) , i.e., xeft(P ) with u (Ax - b) = 0 u u 
Phase II: (a) Solve the linear program in Theorem 3.9 to 
determine if a surrogate dual optimization 
should be undertaken, 
(b) If the optimal a in Theorem 3.9 is positive, 
attempt to improve further on the surrogate 
multiplier beginning with u or u + 3d as a 
starting surrogate multiplier. 
Before further developing this two phase concept, note 
that the above theorems are trivially satisfied if (P u) has 
the integrality property. In that case, (P^) can be solved 
as a linear program and complementary x eQ ( P ^ ) which cannot 
be "cut off" in (P u) are assured. 
The previous discussion concluded that integer pro­
grams of interest which have the surrogate integrality prob­
lem are probably uncommon. However, as shown earlier, many 
of the most natural lagrangian formulations of integer pro-
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grams do have the integrality property. The two phase ap­
proach above seems well suited to such cases. If the lagran­
gian relaxation can be seen to have the integrality property 
then to find the optimal u one needs only to solve the linear 
programming problem P ( S ) , and proceed immediately to Phase II 
in the above procedure. The complex problem of finding im­
proved multipliers at Step 11(b) is addressed in Chapter IV. 
Composite Dual 
Extending the results of the previous section to en­
compass the composite dual is straightforward. The results 
developed may be seen to be somewhat stronger in the case of 
integrality properties and weaker in the case of gaps be­
tween (D ) and (D). 
Primal-Dual Gap 
Glover (26) shows that the conditions for no gap be­
tween the composite dual and the primal are exactly the same 
as those for the lagrangian-primal case. That is, there must 
be an optimal solution to (D) which is feasible for (P) and 
which is complementary with respect to the lagrange multi­
plier u, i.e., u(Ax - b) = 0. It appears that these condi­
tions may be harder to satisfy in comparison with the sur­
rogate case. However, u = 0 is a complementary feasible so­




One may extend all of the previous results with re­
gard to integrality properties to the composite dual. In 
the composite case the problem (P^) can be said to have the 
integrality property if v(P^(S)) = v(P^(S)) for all u, v _> 0 
It will be shown that, as in the surrogate case, the bound­
ing weaknesses of many lagrangian formulations do not gener­
ally hold for composite formulations. 
The following theorem is an extension of the results 
of Theorem 3.4. 
Theorem 3.10 
(i) v(D L(S)) = v(Ds([s])) = v(D([s])). 
(ii) v(P(S)) = v(D s(S)) = v(D(S)). 
(iii) If has the integrality property then 
v(P(S)) = v(D L(S)) = v(D s(S)) = v(D(S)). 
Proof: 
(i) v(D([s])) = vj Max Min cx + u(Ax - b) 
u,v>0 
s.t. v(Ax - b) < 0 
x e [s] 
The inner minimization problem is convex so it equals 
its lagrangian dual. Thus, 
v(D([s])) = v / Max Max Min cx + u(Ax - b) + av(Ax - b) 
I u,v>0 a^O 
\ s.t. X E [ s ] 
The problem can be reduced to one in w = u + av giving 
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v(D([s])) = v / M a x Min cx + w (Ax - b ) \ Av (D ([s] ) ) . 
[ ) 
\ s.t. x e [s] / 
By Theorem 3.4 the last quantity is equivalent to v(D T(S)) 
and v(Ds([s]) ) . 
(ii) The proof is identical to part (i) with [sj 
replaced by (S). 
(iii) By the integrality property of P ^ ( S ) , v(P^(S)) = 
v(P^(S)) for all u,v > 0 including any optimal u,v pair. 
Thus v(D(S)) = v(D(S)). Using this result and the defini­
tions of various duals one obtains 
v(P(S)) < v(D L(S)) < v(D s(S)) < v(D(S)) = v(D(S)). 
It then follows from part (ii) that equalities are obtained 
throughout the above expression. 
Q. E. D. 
v 
Again, note that if P u(S) has the integrality proper­
ty, none of the dual formulations is of any value in improv­
ing on the bound from P ( S ) . If one relaxes p^(S) and solves 
it as a linear program when it does not have the integrality 
property, one still only gets v(P(S) as a dual value. 
As in the surrogate case, it would seem difficult to 
find a problem for which p^(S) has the integrality property. 
The following theorem is similar to Theorem 3.5. If the 
theorem is stated in terms of P ^ ( S ) having the integrality 
property for all c, then the proof would be identical to that 
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of Theorem 3.5. However, here one can draw the same conclu­
sions as before with less restrictive assumptions. 
Theorem 3.11 
If S is finite, P(S) has a unique optimal solution, 
and P ^ ( S ) has the integrality property, then v(P(S)) = 
v(P(S)) . 
Proof: 
LP — Let x be the optimal basic solution to P ( S ) . Since 
LP 
x is unique, the cost function can be perturbed in any 
LP 
arbitrary direction d, and still keep x unique for a suf­
ficiently small step a, in the direction d. 
By the integrality property and Theorem 3.10, v(D(S)) = 
v(D g(S)) = v(P(S)). So there must exist (u,v) efi(D(S)) and v LP x e Q(PQ) such that u = 0 and cx = cx , i.e., x e S which lie 
on the plane L defined by cx = v(P(S)). Since S is a finite 
LP 
set, there exists a 6 > 0, such that |cx - cx | > 6 for all 
x e S such that x £ L. That is, the x e S which do not lie on 
the plane L, must be some strictly positive distance from L. 
Therefore, for a sufficiently small change au in u all such 
x will not be contained in the plane L' defined by 
LP LP 
cx + au(Ax - b) = cx + au(Ax - b ) . But by assumption 
v(D(S)) = v(P(S)) for all u,v > 0, so there must exist x e S 
such that x e L and x e L ' . Choose u = e^, the first unit 
vector. Then for a-^ sufficiently small, there must exist 
x e S such that x e L and x e L^ where L^ is the plane defined 
LP LP by cx + a-^e^ (Ax - b) = cx + a i e l ~~ b) . But cx = cx 
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LP since x E L, so o^e^ (Ax - b) = OL^E^ (Ax - b) which implies 
T P 
(A 1x - b 1 ) = (A 1x" U i r - b 1 ) and x is feasible for the first 
constraint. (Here A^ is the i — row of A.) 
Now, for sufficiently small, all x e S such that 
x / L or x £ L^ are at some strictly positive distance from 
L^. Choose another direction u = e^. For > 0 sufficient­
ly small, there must exist x e S with x e L and x E L^ such that 
cx + ( ai ei + a 2 e 2 ^ ^ " b ^ = c x L P + ( ai ei + a 2 e 2 ^ ( A x L P ~ b ^ • 
LP 
But x e L 1 implies that (A 2x - b) = (A 2x - b) and x is feas­
ible for the first two constraints. 
Now iteratively construct new multipliers a-^e^ + 
a n e n + ... + a.e., such that there must exist an x e S sat-2 2 j ] ' 
LP 
isfying (A^x - b^) = (A^x - b ^ ) , i = 1 , 2 , . L e t t i n g 
j = m implies that there exists an x e S which is feasible in 
P^(S) and optimal in P ( S ) . But then x is feasible for P(S) 
T P — — 
and cx = cx = v(P(S)). In general, v(P(S)) < v(P(S)), so 
x is an optimal solution for P( S ) , and v(P(S)) = v(P(S)). 
Q.E.D. 
One can draw the same type of conclusions as those 
for Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.6. That is, one need not 
worry about the integrality property pertaining to the com­
posite relaxation for most problems. Thus, in turn, one 
would expect strict improvement of v(D) over lesser duals. 
Note that if (P^) has the integrality property then so do 
(P ) a n < 3 (P V) since one can set u or v equal to zero in (P^) . 
In this case, v(P(S)) = v(D L(S)) = v(D g(S)) = v(D(S)). 
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Surrogate-Composite Gaps 
Here again, interest is centered on determining when 
one can improve on one dual by using the 'next stronger' 
dual. As noted in the previous section, one condition for 
no gap to exist between the surrogate and composite duals is 
the condition that (P^) have the integrality property. How­
ever, this case rarely occurs. 
It would be beneficial to develop conditions and a 
gap detection test similar to those shown earlier for the 
lagrangian-surrogate case. Towards that end, consider the 
following two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.12 
If v ( D G ) = v ( D ) and v e Q ( D G ) , then (0,v) e 0, (D) . 
Proof: 
v ( D S ) = V(PQ) < V(D) = v ( D S ) . 
Q . E . D . 
Lemma 3.13 
Given v e ft(DG), if there exists a u > 0 such that 
u(Ax - b) > 0 for all x e Q ( P V ) , then v ( D ) > v ( D G ) . 
o 
Proof: 
(P v) = (PQ) SO ft(Pg) = fi(PV). The u defined above 
are just the lagrangian ascent directions for (P^). 
Q . E . D . 
Lemma 3.13 gives a sufficient condition for a gap to 
exist between v ( D ) and v ( D G ) . In particular, given an opti­




s.t. d (Ax - b)' _> a for all x e ft (P v) 
d >_ 0 
If a 7* 0 then by Lemma 3.13 one can conclude that v (D) = 
v(Dg) and use d as the ascent direction in (P^). However, 
the conclusion that a = 0 implies v(D) = v(D ) does not ap-
ply as in the lagrangian-surrogate case. This unfortunate 
fact results from the existence of strict local maxima in 
v(P^) noted in Chapter II. 
Multiple Surrogate Dual 
The case of the multiple surrogate dual will be cov­
ered briefly since all of the results are simple extensions 
to those described earlier in this chapter. The primal-dual 
gap condition is shown by Glover (26) to be the same as in 
1 k 
the single surrogate case, that is, for (v ,...,v ) eft(D gk), 
v^- v^ 
there must be an x e ft(P ) which is feasible for (P). 
The integrality property results mimic the surrogate case 
V̂ ~ V̂ " 
in that if (P ' • • • ' ) has the integrality property for all 
c, then v(P(S)) = v(P(S)) and all dual relaxations are trap­
ped in between. 
The conditions for v(D g2) = v(D) are very similar to 
the conditions for v(D) = v ( D L ) . That is, if (u,v) eft(D), 
find all x e ft(PV) such that u (Ax - b) = 0. If there exists 
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a vector d >• 0 such that d (Ax - b) > 0 for all such x then 
v ( D g 2 ) > v (D) (provided, of course, that v (P) > v (D)). The 
existence of local maxima in (P^) and v ( P u , v ) , makes this 
only a sufficient condition for a gap. If there is no vector 
d _> 0 such that d (Ax - b) > 0 for the x defined above, there 
may still be a gap between v(D) and v(D 2 ) . 
Conclusions 
The numerous specific results developed in this chap­
ter indicate several broad conclusions. First, they indicate 
the extreme likelihood of improved bounds when using v ( D c ) 
instead of v ( D L ) • It was shown that many natural lagrangian 
formulations lead to ^(D^) = v(P(S)) via the integrality pro­
perty. For problems in general, surrogate duals can consist­
ently fail to exceed v(P(S)) only if v(P(S)) = v ( P ) . Similar­
ly, the existence of no lagrangian-surrogate gap minimally 
requires complementary solutions to all optimal lagrangian 
relaxations a doubtful prospect for general integer pro­
grams . 
The lack of 'searchability' of the composite and multi­
ple surrogate duals lead to less powerful gap tests and in 
some cases, comparatively incomplete results for these two 
duals. Thus, while theoretically interesting, these duals 
seem of less practical value than the surrogate. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SURROGATE MULTIPLIER SEARCH PROCEDURES 
As mentioned in Chapter I, the only procedure to date 
for finding surrogate multipliers was suggested by Banerjee 
(4) in a dissertation that centered on lagrangian duality. 
No computational experience was reported and some improve­
ments or refinements are possible on his algorithm. Baner­
jee' s algorithm will be reviewed and refined here, and two 
more search procedures will be developed. Computational 
comparisons of these procedures are given in Chapter VI. As 
much of this dissertation involves the extension of lagran­
gian dual results to the surrogate case, a section is also 
included that discusses the subgradient oriented search tech­
niques which have been quite successful in the lagrangian 
case. 
Subgradient Oriented Procedures 
With the exception of the Dantzig-Wolfe or Benders' 
type procedures, the dual multiplier search schemes in the 
lagrangian case largely depend on some subgradient-oriented 
direct search method (see for example the survey in (5)). 
Bazaraa and Goode (5) present necessary and sufficient con­
ditions for ascent and steepest ascent directions at a given 
u based on the subgradients, Ax - b, for x which are optimal 
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s o l u t i o n s to the l a g r a n g i a n r e l a x a t i o n (P ) . Similar n e c e s -
u 
sary c o n d i t i o n s c a n be d e v e l o p e d for an a s c e n t d i r e c t i o n in 
the s u r r o g a t e c a s e , b u t a c o u n t e r e x a m p l e w i l l be p r e s e n t e d 
to s h o w such c o n d i t i o n s are n o t s u f f i c i e n t , and thus that 
s u b g r a d i e n t - o r i e n t e d s c h e m e s d o n o t w o r k in the s u r r o g a t e 
c a s e . 
L e m m a 4.1 
L e t v >_ 0 be a c u r r e n t s u r r o g a t e m u l t i p l i e r and d an 
a r b i t r a r y d i r e c t i o n . If there e x i s t s an x e f t ( P V ) such that 
d ( A x - b) < 0, then v ( P V + a d ) < v ( P V ) for all a > 0. 
P r o o f : 
If x e f t ( P v ) then v ( A x - b) < 0. A l s o , d (Ax - b) < 0. 
T h u s , (v + ad) (Ax - b) <_ 0 for all a > 0, and x is a f e a s i b l e 
s o l u t i o n for ( P v + a d ) . B ut then v ( P V + a d ) < cx = v ( P V ) . 
Q . E . D. 
T h e n e x t t h e o r e m f o l l o w s i m m e d i a t e l y from L e m m a 4.1 
and s t a t e s n e c e s s a r y c o n d i t i o n s for d to be an a s c e n t d i r e c ­
t i o n . T h e s e c o n d i t i o n s w e r e d e r i v e d i n d e p e n d e n t l y by B a n e r -
jee ( 4 ) . 
T h e o r e m 4.2 
A n y d i r e c t i o n d for w h i c h there e x i s t s a _> 0 s a t i s ­
fying v ( P v + a d ) > v ( P V ) ( i . e . , w h i c h is an a s c e n t d i r e c t i o n for 
the s u r r o g a t e p r o b l e m ) m u s t satisfy 




subject to X E S , V (AX - b) < 0 
Proof 
(PQ) is identical to ( P V ) . Thus, ft(pv) = ft(P^) and 
the subgradients for (P^) are the Ax - b for x e f t ( P V ) . The 
condition of (4-1) are exactly the ones required for a la­
grangian ascent direction (see Bazaraa and Goode ( 5 ) ) . 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 4.3 implies that (4-1) is not only a neces­
sary condition but is also a sufficient condition for d to be 
a lagrangian ascent direction in problem ( P ^ ) . The steepest 
ascent direction for (PQ) can be shown to be the shortest sub-
gradient under an appropriate norm. One might hope that there 
is an ascent direction in ( P V ) corresponding to the shortest 
subgradient in (P^) with respect to some norm. However, in 
the following example, the subgradient is unique and is not 
an ascent direction for the surrogate dual, even though one 
exists. Therefore, it appears that there cannot be a paral­
lel development in the surrogate case of the subgradient 
oriented search methods for the lagrangian dual. Consider 
the following problem: 
Any direction d for which there exists a _> 0 satisfy­
ing v ( P v + a c ^ ) > v (P V) is an ascent direction for the lagran­
gian problem 
(P^) Minimize cx + 0(Ax - b) 
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Min x 1 + x 2 - x 3 
subject to -x^ + x 2 - 1 £ 0 
- x 2 + 1 < 0 
x 1 + x 2 + llx 3 - 10 1 0 
x e S 
where S = { x : 0 £ x^ £ 2, x^ integer, i = 1,2,3} 
Let v = (5, 1, 2 0 ) , v(Ax - b) = 15x x + 24x 2 + 220x 3 - 204. 
Then ft(Pv) = x* where x* = (0, 0, 0) with Ax* - b = 
(-1, 1, -10) unique. A superoptimal point x = (0, 0, 1) is 
cut off by v since v(Ax - b) = 16 > 0. Ax - b = (-1, 1, 1 ) . 
Since x* is unique, choose d = Ax* - b as the search direc­
tion. 
(i) In order to cut off x* and increase the value 
of the surrogate dual it is necessary that (v + ad)(Ax* - b) > 0. 
This implies v(Ax* - b) + ad(Ax* - b) > 0 or -204 + 102 a > 0, 
implying a > 2. 
(ii) At the same time, however, x must remain infeas­
ible. Thus forcing (v + ad)(Ax - b) > 0 or 16 - 8 a > 0 
which implies a < 2. It follows that Ax - b is not an ascent 
direction. But, d = (-5, 11, -19) is an ascent direction. 
With a = 1, the new v = (5, 1, 20) + (-5, 11, -19) = (0, 12, 1 ) . 
v(Ax - b) = x 1 - H x 2 + H x 3 + 2 ^ 0 . The optimal solution 
to (P v) has a solution value of one and is given by x = 
(0, 1, 0) and (0, 2 , 1 ) . 
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A Benders' Type Procedure, (BTP) 
Although subgradient-oriented direct search procedures 
were shown to be inappropriate in the previous section, one 
can suggest an algorithm, derived independently by Banerjee 
(4), for the surrogate dual which parallels the Benders' 
style procedure in (7) for the lagrangian case. Benders' 
procedure for the lagrangian dual may be summarized as fol­
lows : 
Step 0: Let k = 1, u k = 0 
k k k 
Step 1: Solve P^k with optimal solution x and y = Ax - b. 
k k k k If y £ 0 and u y = 0 , then stop, x is optimal to 
the primal problem. Otherwise, go to Step 2. 
Step 2: Solve the linear program 
Max z subject to 
cx-1 + u y 3 >_ z j = l,2,...,k 
u _> 0 
k k 
If z = v ( P u k ) , then (u ,x ) is an optimal solution 
k+1 to D . Otherwise, denote the optimal u by u and 
j-j 
replace k by k + 1. Go to Step 1. 
The necessary conditions given in Theorem 4.2 to im­
prove the surrogate relaxation (P v) lead to a similar algo­
rithm, (BTP), for the surrogate dual. To avoid any confusion 
when comparing and combining various problem solutions and 
techniques, define 
v*(«) = value of an incumbent solution to the problem (•) 
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Step 0: Set k = 1, v k = v* = 0, v* (D ) ='- °°. 
k k k 
Step 1; Solve (P ) with optimal solution x and y = Ax - b. 
k k If y £ 0, then stop, x is optimal to the primal 
problem. 
If c x k > v * ( D s ) , let v*(D g) = c x k , v* = v k . 
Step 2: Solve the linear program 
Max z subject to 
v y 3 >_ z j = 1, 2 ,.. . ,k 
lv < 1 
V 1 0 
where lv £ 1 simply normalizes the v's since (P v) = 
(P^ V) for all 3 > 0. Let e k = z, and denote the 
above linear program by (LP)^ 
If e k <_ 0, stop; (v*, x*, v* (D c) ) is optimal for D . 
o S 
k+1 
Otherwise, denote the optimal v by v and replace 
k by k + 1. Go to Step 1. 
Clearly, if the set S is a finite discrete set then 
finite convergence is obtained, since every time Step 2 is 
k 
successful (e > 0 ) , another member of S from the set of 
v k k feasible solutions to (P ) is cut off. If e < 0, stop and 
an incumbent solution is optimal, since there exist no multi-
k+1 1 2 k 
pliers v which will cut off all points x , x ,...,x pre­
viously generated. It is necessary to keep an incumbent solu-
k 
tion since the multiplier v does not necessarily increase 
v k k \J (P ) monotonically. In other words, x ' satisfying 
k k v k v (Ax - b) < 0 in (P ) have been infeasible in the problem 
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k-1 , k-1 k k-1 
(P ) . Thus if cx < v(P ) , v ( P v ) < v ( P V ) . Keeping 
an incumbent solution is not necessary in the lagrangian case 
unless one plans to stop before reaching optimality by termi­
nating at the iteration k where z - v ( p u k) < n for some 
specified n > 0. 
The above arguement for finiteness of the procedure 
holds when the S finite condition is relaxed to cover the 
following type of problem. 
M . 1 1 ^ 2 2 Min c x + c x 
s.t. v ( A 1 x 1 - b 1 ) £ 0 
2 r w I x X E P (X ) 
1 
X E S 
where S = { x 1 : x 1 is integer and possibly more constraints} 
1 2 1 P(x ) = {x : given x all optimal solutions to (P ) can 
be expressed as extreme points of the polyhedral 
set P(x 1)} 
Note the important fact that only x 1 figures in the surrogate 
constraint. Then if the optimal extreme points in P(x^) for 
(P V) are included in Step 2 of (BTP), there are only a finite 
number of feasible solutions to (P v) for all v _> 0. 
Banerjee presents a proof of convergence for the case 
of 'infinite S, 1 i.e., mixed-integer surrogate relaxtions not 
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of the above form. Except for a change in notation the fol­
lowing proof is essentially his. 
Theorem 4.3 
Assume cx and (Ax - b) are bounded for all x e S and 
assume 9, (P) ^ (|). Then the algorithm (BTP) either 
(a) terminates in Step 1 with an optimal surrogate 
* k multiplier v and a solution x optimal for (P) 
or 
(b) does not terminate, but the sequence {v } contains 
a subsequence converging to v*eft(D q). 
Proof: 
(a) If termination occurs in Step 1 then v* yields a 
solution to (P v*) which is optimal to (P). 
(b) Since v is in the compact set V = {v: lv < 1, 
v _> 0}, if the algorithm does not terminate {v } must contain 
k £ a convergent subsequence {v £} denoted by {v } such that 
0 IE v -*v E V. Also since the feasible set for (LP). _ is con-k+1 
k+1 k 
tained in the feasible set for ( L P ) k for all k, e <_ e for 
all k. If the algorithm does not terminate, e > 0 for all k. 
{e } is monotone nonincreasing and bounded below by zero; con-
k - _ 
sequently e ->e >_ 0. It will now be shown that e = 0. Con-k j? k sider the subsequence {e £} (denoted by {e }) of {e } corres-£ k ponding to the subsequence {v }. Now 0 < E £ = 
Max Min (v(y^)} = Min {v k£ (y^)} £ v k £ ( y k £ - l ) , 
v e V 0£j£k £-l ° l J l k £ _ 1 
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£ £ £-1 k k i.e. , 0 < e <_ v (y ) . Also since v (y ) £ 0 for all k 
the following must hold. 
Of Of y-V & y & ~ l . # - —. * 
v y £ 0 < e £ v ( y ) (4-2) 
Since the sequence {y^} belongs to a bounded set it must have 
•k 
a subsequence converging to y . Now let £ + 0 0 and by (4-2) 
v*.y* < 0 < lim e £ = e < v*-y* 
.'. e k + 0. (4-3) 
Now it must be shown that v* e ft(Dg). If v* is not an optimal 
surrogate multiplier it is sufficient to show that there does 
not exist an optimal surrogate multiplier v. Such will be 
true if 
oo k 
n {v e V: v ( y k ) > 0 for all y k = (Ax k - b ) , x k e ft(Pv )} = 
k = 0 
Suppose otherwise. Then there exists v e V such that 
k -
v (y ) _> 6 > 0 for all k and since v is feasible for ( L p ) k for 
k _ k 
all k it must be that e > ^ v ( y ) > ^ 6 > 0 for all k, implying 
k -
e e >̂  6 > 0 which contradicts (4-3). 
Q.E.D. 
Note that neither the proof of convergence in the S 
v k 
finite case nor the S not finite case require that (P ) be 
solved optimally in Step 1. All that is required is the gen-
v k 
eration of an x which is feasible in (P ) and which must be 
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made infeasible in order to obtain a solution to ( D g ) . An x 
which satisfies these conditions is any x which is feasible 
v k 
in (P ) and which has solution value less than or equal to 
v * ( D c ) . If the incumbent solution value v*(D c) is to be im-
proved upon, then x must be made infeasible by the proper 
choice of v. Any solution procedure for (P V) which generates 
feasible solutions before reaching optimality may generate 
such x's, at which time the solution procedure for (P v) may 
be stopped short of optimality. Such a procedure will be 
discussed further in Chapter V. 
Step 2 in the algorithm (BTP) may involve solving very 
large linear programming problems as k increases. Note that 
k+1 k 
as long as e <_ e , the proof of convergence in Theorem 4.3 
follows. Consider dropping some or all of the nonbinding 
constraints in ( L P ) k . Clearly solving ( L p ) k over just the 
k k+1 
binding constraints also yields e and v . Solving 
k+1 
(P v ) yields y k + 1 with v k + 1 ( y k + 1 ) < 0. This implies that (LP), will be more constrained than (LP), and therefore k+1 k 
£ k + i < e k > 
In the case of S finite, there clearly exists only a 
finite number of sets of binding constraints. By Theorem 4.3 
and the discussion above, there can only be a finite number 
of iterations in (LP)^ in which e does not strictly decrease. 
Each time e decreases, the previous set of binding con­
straints cannot be regenerated; thus finite convergence is 
guaranteed. Since the dimension of v is equal to m, at most 
6 6 
m binding constraints will be present in (LP) for any k. 
This should lead to substantial savings in storage and solu­
tion time in Step 2 considering the exponential order of the 
x's which could be feasible for the integer subproblems ( P V ) . 
It is not possible to guarantee that some of the x 3 
(or y 3 ) will not be regenerated during the solution of the 
surrogate dual with the (BTP) procedure. However, it will 
be shown empirically in Chapter VI that a very small percent­
age of regenerations occur for the test problems considered. 
Initial empirical evidence indicates that normalizing the y 3 
produces much faster convergence with fewer regenerations. 
Initial attempts were made to show that normalization would 
prevent any regeneration. Counterexamples were difficult to 
find; however, such examples were easy to construct in the 
non-normalized case. 
In terms of an improved rate of convergence, consider 
the following hypothetical problem represented in Figure 6 
in which y 3 has not been normalized. 
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Figure 6. Normalizing Infeasiblities in (BTP) 
An initial choice of v 1 = (1,0) yields x 1 with y 1 as 
shown in Figure 6. Clearly, to maximize v(y^) with v _> 0 
2 2 2 yields v = (0,1). Now (P v ) yields y as shown with con-
1 3 
siderably larger norm. The small norm of y 'biases' v to 
1 2 
be 'closer' to y than to y . Part (ii) of Figure 6 indi­
cates that this bias yields a sequence of y-1 , v-1 converging 
to y* and v*. This convergence would clearly be speeded if 
i 1 the y J were normalized to prevent the bias on y which keeps 
the sequence in v^ closer in angle to y 1 . 
One can draw upon the similarity of the lagrangian and 
surrogate algorithms above to see how they could be used ef­
fectively in the two phase algorithm suggested in Chapter 
III. At the termination of the lagrangian Benders' proce-
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dure, one has available the optimal lagrangian multiplier 
ft 
u which can be used in Step 1 of the surrogate algorithm. 
Since v(P u) >̂  v ^ p u ^ ^ o r a ^ u — ^ o n e m-*-9 n t 9° right into 
Phase II of the two phase procedure. One could also begin 
Step 2 of the surrogate algorithm with the set of x_. 1 s such 
that cx. < v(D ) generated in the lagrangian procedure. j — L 
(Strict inequality is possible because the (P ) objective 
function is cx + u(Ax - b).) This would insure immediate im­
provement on v(D ) if any gap between v(D ) and v(D ) exists. 
Li Li S 
Further exploitation of the obvious similarities between the 
two algorithms should lead to a significant savings in stor­
age and computation time for any computer program for imple­
menting the two phase approach. Even if the full procedure 
were not used, then in the context of a branch-and-bound pro­
cedure in which a lagrangian dual has been used successfully, 
it may prove beneficial to improve the bound on any branch by 
continuing with the surrogate algorithm for at least a few 
iterations. 
A Direct Search Procedure, (DSP) 
Direct search procedures for optimal lagrange multi­
pliers, generally subgradient oriented search procedures, 
have been the more successful approach (as compared to Ben­
ders' type procedures) in lagrangian duality. One might hope 
that a direct search procedure could be developed for the 
surrogate case with similar results. As shown earlier, sub-
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gradient oriented procedures are inappropriate; however, it 
is possible to develop a direct search procedure for optimal 
surrogate multipliers which strikes a strong resemblance to 
the subgradient oriented procedures of the lagrangian case. 
Both procedures have their early roots in works*by Agmon (1) 
and Motzkin and Schoenberg (37). The important results of 
these two works are summarized in the discussion and theorem 
below. 
The problem studied by Agmon, and Motzkin and Schoen­
berg, is the following system of linear inequalities for 
which a solution is to be obtained. 
n 
I * (x) = I a..x. + b. >_ 0 i = 1,2,...,m (4-4) 
j=l J J 
Consider the following iterative solution procedure for the 
system in (4-2). 
k n 
Step 0: Set k = 0. Choose x E R and A, 0 < A <_ 2 arbitrar­
ily. 
k 
Step 1: If x is a solution to (4-4), stop. Otherwise con-
k 
sider all indices i for which £^(x ) < 0 and choose 
one, say p, arbitrarily. 
k+1 k 
Step 2; Set x = x + ta^, where a^ is the vector r k ~t i 2 (a ,, a 0,...,a ) and t = -A|_& (x ) J / | a . Re-v pi' p2' ' pn p J 1 p 1 
place k by k + 1 and go to Step 1. 
This solution procedure may be referred to as 'linear 
relaxation' and will be denoted as (LR). The set of solu-
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tions to (4-4) are contained in a convex set (denoted here 
by H) which has dimension r <_ m. Agmon shows that at each 
k+1 k iteration of (LR), x is point-wise closer than x to H. 
The following theorem due to Motzkin and Schoenberg (37) 
presents the convergence properties of (LR). The statement 
of the theorem is taken from Banerjee (4). 
Theorem 4.4 
k 
Let the sequence {x } be generated by the process (LR) 
for the system (4-4). if the system (4-4) is consistent 
then: 
Case 1: r = m 
(i) If 0 < A < 2 then the sequence {x } either term-
m a t e s or x + x e boundary of H. 
(ii) If A = 2 then the sequence {x } always terminates. 
Case 2: r < m 
If 0 < A < 2 then {x } either terminates or 
k 
x •+ x E H. 
Proof: 
See Motzkin and Schoenberg (37). 
Q.E.D. 
Convergence is based on generating a sequence of points 
which are monotonically point-wise closer to the solution set 
H. This property is what leads to the subgradient oriented 
procedures discussed earlier for the lagrangian dual. A l ­
though these procedures are not monotone in incumbent solu­
tion value, they are monotone in the above sense of producing 
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dual multipliers which are point-wise closer to optimal dual 
multipliers. This same type of convergence property will be 
used to develop a direct search procedure for optimal sur­
rogate dual multipliers. 
Consider the surrogate dual for the case of finite 
discrete S or for the more general version stated earlier of 
'finite S.' Then there is a finite set of superoptimal solu-
1 2 T 
tions to (Dg), say (x , x ,.. . ,x ) , which must be made in-
feasible in (P V) in order to obtain an optimal solution to 
( D c ) . An optimal surrogate multiplier v may be found by solv-
ing the following system. 
v f A x 1 - b) > 0 i = 1,2,...,T (4-5) 
v > 0 (4-6) 
If v is a solution to (4-5) and (4-6) then clearly av is also 
a solution for all a > 0. Equation (4-5) may now be replaced 
by 
v(Ax X - b) > e i = 1,2,...,T (4-7) 
for any e > 0. If the solution to (4-5) has minimal 
v ( A x 1 - b) equal to 6 > 0, then av solves (4-7) where a = e / 6 . 
Now (4-6) and (4-7) form a system of linear inequali­
ties of the form of (4-4). The unknown is now v instead of 
x, (Ax-' - b) corresponds to a^, and for (4-7), one has -e in 
place of b.. 
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Consider the following direct search algorithm, (DSP) 
for optimal surrogate multipliers. 
Step 0: Set k = 0, v* (D g) = - 0 0, X = 1. Choose v* = v k > 0, 
e > 0 and IT arbitrarily, 
k 
Step 1: Solve (P v ) with solution x . If cx > v * ( D g ) , set 
v*(D s) = c x k , v.* = v k . Let y k = (Ax k - b) . If 
k >_ IT, stop, and accept current incumbent as an op­
timal or near optimal surrogate multiplier. 
[ k k n 
v v . ^ , _ v , y V £-L . 
I y k I 2 k+1 k+1 If v. < 0, set v. = 0 for all such i. Replace i i ^ 
k by k + 1 and go to Step 1. 
Note that the most superoptimal x which is still feasible for 
v k 
(P ) is generated at each iteration so that one of the vio­
lated constraints of (4-5) is found at Step 1, and a corre­
sponding iteration of (LR) occurs at Step 2. If one or more 
of the constraints (4-6) is violated, say v^ = 6 < 0, linear 
relaxation would set v^ = 0. This is seen by considering 
(4-4) with a.. = 1, b. = 0 and X = 1, resulting in t = 
-1[6]/1 2 and v k + 1 = v k + t - l = 6 - 6 = 0 . 
Being able to choose the violated constraint arbitrar­
ily in (LR) makes it possible to first choose the most super-
v k 
optimal x still feasible in (P ) and then choose any vio­
lated nonnegativity constraint on v. 
As in the Benders' type procedure outlined earlier, it 
v k 
is possible to stop short in solving (P ) with an x which is 
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feasible in (P ) and which has solution value less than or 
•k 
equal to v ( D g ) . This will produce an arbitrarily chosen 
violated constraint, which is all that is required. 
If all T of the superoptimal x's are made infeasible, 
i.e., v (Ax 1 - b) > 0 i = 1,2,... ,T, but not necessarily _> e, 
then an optimal surrogate multiplier has been found and the 
procedure (DSP) may be terminated. That is, it is not neces­
sary to solve for v ( A x 1 - b) > e and in fact a superoptimal 
x, say x , will not be generated in Step 1 if v(Ax J - b) > 0 
whether or not v (Ax - b) _> e, e > 0. So in this sense (DSP) 
finds an optimal solution faster, or may terminate earlier 
than suggested by the Benders' type procedure. 
For X = 1, all cases of Theorem 4.4 indicate finite 
convergence or convergence to a point on the boundary of 
H = {Set of solutions to (4-6), (4-7)}. Here, however, it 
is only necessary to obtain a point in H 1 = {Set of solutions 
to (4-5), (4-6)}. When one is 'close to' the boundary of H 
one has a point in H 1 . 
An important question not discussed above is how does 
one know if an optimal solution has been found; i.e., all 
superoptimal x 1 , i = 1,2,...,T have been made infeasible. Of 
course, not knowing these x 1 beforehand makes it impossible 
to be sure, so a heuristic stopping rule must be employed. 
In (DSP) as outlined above, the quantity IT places a maximum 
number of iterations on the algorithm. If IT is large enough 
for a given problem, then the incumbent solution will be op-
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timal at termination. Since the context here is to seek 
bounds in a branch-and-bound procedure, a perhaps much better 
stopping rule would be the failure to improve on the incum­
bent solution value for (D g) after a fixed number of itera­
tions. If the directions for changes in v are 'close to' 
ascent directions, then such a stopping rule should be ap­
propriate . 
Note that if e = 0, the direct search procedure would 
not be guaranteed to solve (4-5) and hence ( D g ) . E = 0 cor­
responds to the subgradient-type procedure mentioned in the 
first section of this chapter. 
Linear Relaxation Master Problem Procedure, (LRMP) 
The direct search procedure (DSP) developed in the pre­
vious section has two obvious shortcomings. First, no use is 
made of previously generated solutions in the iterative pro­
cedure, implying no guarantee that previously generated x's 
will not be regenerated before a new x is found. Also, the 
stopping criterion is perhaps too arbitrary and may lead to 
considerably suboptimal solutions for ( D g ) . By combining the 
ideas of the Benders' type procedure and the direct search 
procedure, both of these weaknesses may be overcome. 
Consider using the direct search procedure while keep­
ing a list of all x's previously generated in a master prob­
lem. Then before a new v is determined and a new relaxation, 
(P V) is solved, each x can be made infeasible in ( P v ) . The 
list is checked sequentially taking steps in v corresponding 
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to the linear relaxation or direct search procedure until 
all x's present in the list satisfy v(Ax - b) > 0. If it is 
impossible to make all of these x's infeasible then the lin­
ear relaxation procedure will not terminate. An upper bound 
based on computational experience can be placed on the number 
of iterations for solving each master problem. When it is 
exceeded, the present incumbent solution is accepted as op­
timal. As shown in Chapter VI, a relatively small upper 
bound yields very nearly optimal solutions for all problems 
tested. 
Details of such a procedure, denoted (LRMP), are as 
follows: 
Step 0: Set k = 1, v * ( D g ) = -°°. Choose ITMAX, v* = v k > 0, 
e > 0 arbitrarily, 
k 
Step 1: Solve (P v ) with solution x . If cx > v * ( D g ) , set 
v*(D g) = c x k , v* = v k . Let y k = (Ax k - b ) . If 
k k y £ 0, stop, x is optimal for (P). 
Step 2: Consider the system 
u y 1 i = 1,2,...,k (4-8) 
Set u = v k , IT = 0 
Step 3: Sequentially check (4-6) to see if u y 1 > 0. If 
u y p < 0, set u = u + t y p , t = " [ U Y P " £ 3 . If u . < 0, 
set Uj^ = 0, i = 1,2,... ,m. Let IT = IT + 1. If 
IT > ITMAX, stop. Otherwise repeat Step 3 until 
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i k+1 uy > 0, i = 1,2,...,k. Set v = u. Replace k 
by k + 1 and go to Step 1. 
As in the previous two algorithms one may stop short 
v k 
in solving Step 1 if an x feasible to (P ) is found with 
ft 
value less than or equal to v ( D g ) . 
Observe that the only additional activity in (LRMP) 
not in (DSP) is the maintenance of a master list of x's. On 
the other hand, there is considerable gain from eliminating 
the need to regenerate x's by solving ( P v ) . Thus, (LRMP) 
would appear much more attractive computationally, and (DSP) 
will not be further pursued. Also note that another way to 
view the (LRMP) procedure is to consider it a Benders' type 
procedure (BTP) in which only a feasible solution to (LP) 
K. 
(i.e., one with z > 0) is found at each iteration. The re­
lation between the (BTP) and the (LRMP) algorithms is further 
investigated in Chapter V I . 
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CHAPTER V 
SURROGATE DUALITY IN A BRANCH-AND-BOUND PROCEDURE 
Throughout this dissertation it has been assumed that 
the surrogate dual would be used in providing bounds for a 
branch-and-bound procedure. In this chapter, the intent is 
to more fully develop the inner play between the surrogate 
dual and the primal in a branch-and-bound procedure. When 
the two are considered conjunctively a number of advantages 
are gained beyond the providing of a bound by the surrogate 
dual. A number of general observations will first be made 
with respect to the surrogate dual. Then specific issues or 
parts of the general branch-and-bound procedure will be de­
veloped in their relationship with the surrogate dual. 
Including Cost in the Surrogate 
At any point in a branch-and-bound enumeration of (P) 
the only solutions of interest are those which can improve on 
the incumbent solution value v*(p). in (20) Geoffrion shows 
the value of including the implied constraint cx < v*(P) into 
the surrogate linear combination with the constraints 
Ax - b £ 0. However, Geoffrion's surrogate formulations use 
a different form of the surrogate dual than the one presented 
in this dissertation. For surrogate duals as defined here, 
the following theorem shows that the optimal surrogate multi-
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p l i e r on (cx - v*(p)) < 0 is zero for any v a l u e of v*(P) 
w h i c h is an u p p e r bound on v ( P ) . H e n c e there is n o v a l u e in 
i n c l u d i n g c o s t in the s u r r o g a t e c o n s t r a i n t s . 
T h e o r e m 5.1 
C o n s i d e r the s u r r o g a t e r e l a x a t i o n 
( P v ( w ) ) M i n cx s u b j e c t to u ( A x - b) + w ( c x - v*(p)) £ 0 
w h e r e v*(P) _> v ( P ) . T h e n w = 0 in some o p t i m a l s o l u t i o n to 
(D (w)) M a x v ( P U , W ) 
u^>0,w^0 
P r o o f : 
F o r any u >̂  0 and w >_ 0, x o p t i m a l in ( P u ( w ) ) i m p l i e s 
cx <_ v(P) and thus cx £ v* (P) . T h u s , for such x, w ( c x -
v* (P)) £ 0. It f o l l o w s t h a t any x o p t i m a l in ( P u ( 0 ) ) is f e a s ­
ible in ( P u ( w ) ) and so v ( P u ( 0 ) ) >̂  v ( P u ( w ) ) . T h u s , an o p t i m a l 
s o l u t i o n to (Dg(w)) m u s t e x i s t w h i c h h a s w = 0. 
Q . E . D . 
S u r r o g a t e S u b p r o b l e m s 
R e c a l l the s u r r o g a t e r e l a x a t i o n of (P) for any v >_ 0 
is 
( P V ) M i n cx 
s.t. v ( A x - b) < 0 
x £ S 
N o t e that ( P v ) is itself an integer linear p r o g r a m m i n g p r o b -
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lem with a single explicit constraint v(Ax - b) < 0. Thus 
it is a knapsack problem with a set of side constraints, 
x eS. A number of solution techniques have appeared in the 
literature for the case of S = (x: x > 0, x bounded above}. 
Basically these can be divided into two categories, dynamic 
programming procedures and branch-and-bound or implicit enum­
eration procedures. For a good review of the dynamic pro­
gramming procedures, see Garfinkel and Nemhauser (16). It 
will soon become evident that a branch-and-bound procedure 
will be more convenient in solving ( P V ) , because the rela­
tion between the primal and knapsack branch-and-bounds can 
be exploited. Moreover, Cabot (9), Kolesar (33), Fayard and 
Plateau (12), and Greenberg and Hegerich (27), among others, 
have developed branch-and-bound procedures which proved com­
putationally more efficient than the dynamic programming ap­
proaches. Finally, recall that in Chapter IV it was shown 
that each surrogate relaxation need not be solved optimally, 
but a feasible solution with value less than or equal to the 
surrogate dual incumbent was sufficient to terminate solving 
( p v ) . By solving (P v) via a branch-and-bound procedure such 
solutions will be shown to be obtainable and require no extra 
computations. In a dynamic programming procedure, however, 
a feasible solution is generally not available until opti-
mality is obtained so that (P V) must be solved completely. 
For these reasons and more to become apparent upon seeing the 
inner play with (P), the remainder of this chapter assumes 
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surrogate relaxation subproblems are best solved via a 
branch-and-bound procedure. Such a procedure is defined in 
the next sub-section for later reference. 
Solving Relaxations as Knapsack Problems 
The knapsack branch-and-bound procedure for solving 
surrogate relaxations follows the flowchart given in Figure 
1 of Chapter I. A number of observations may be made, how­
ever, which are specific to the knapsack problem. First, 
note that for S = { x : x > 0 , x bounded above} the knapsack 
problem (P V) may be written in the following form. 
(KNP) Max -cx 
s.t. T w.x. < w. (5-1) 
^ 3 3 — 0 
0 < x. < u. 
— 3 — 3 
where u. is an upper bound on x., w. = (vA)., and w r t = vb. 
3 3 3 3 0 
Without loss of generality it may be assumed that -c_. , w^ , 
and W Q are positive in all relaxations requiring nontrivial 
solutions. This is seen by the following argument. If 
W Q < 0, multiply (5-1) by a minus one and let w_. = - w . Now 
consider the following cases. If w. < o and -c. > 0, then 
3 — 3 — 
clearly x_. = u^ in an optimal solution to (KNP) since the ob­
jective function will increase and none of the resource w 
will be used. If w. > 0 and -c_. £ 0, then an optimal solu­
tion can have x.. = 0 since x_. > 0 will reduce v(KNP) and only 
use up the resource w_. If both w. and -c. are less than zero, 
0 3 3 
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replace x. by u. - x. ". Then -c. (u. - x . ") = -cu. + cx. ' 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
where -cu^ is a constant so that the maximization involves 
only c-x." with c. > 0. Also w.(u. - x.) = w.u. - w.x. so 
: J U J D J J D 
that -w. > 0 and w.u. < 0 may be taken to the right hand 
3 3 3 
side and added to W Q . 
The following observations precede an outline of a 
branch-and-bound procedure to solve (KNP). Note that the 
linear programming relaxation of (KNP), denoted by (KNP), 
is solved trivially. Simply order the variables in non-
decreasing "bang-for-buck" or -c_./w_. ratio. Assume this has 
been done; now write -c,/w^ > -c~/w_ > ... > -c /w . Sequen-
• 1 1 — 2 2 — — n n ^ 
tially set x_. = u_. until ( 5 - 1 ) is violated at, say, j = r. 
The solution to (KNP) is then x. = u., j = l,2,...,r-l and 
r-1 
x = (w Q - I w.u.)/w . Of course it is possible that all j=l 1 1 
n 
of the x. = u. if w is greater than Y w.u.. The same solu-
3 3 j=i ] ] 
tion procedure holds for any knapsack candidate problem in a 
branch-and-bound procedure so that v(KNP) may be used in Step 
2 of Figure 1 to provide an easily obtained bound on the 
candidate problem KNP(T). Note that in the case of S not 
completely discrete, if x^ is a continuous variable the op­
timal solution to (KNP) is an optimal feasible solution for 
(KNP). If x^ is not continuous then setting x r = 0 will 
provide a feasible solution to (KNP) at any step in the branch-
and-bound procedure. Figure 7 provides a flowchart of a 
branch-and-bound procedure for solving (KNP), assuming that 
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0. Order x.. such that - c ^ / w ^ is a nondecreasing sequence. 
Put KNP ((f) in the candidate list with bound - °°. Set 
v (KNP) = + o o . 
1. Choose some KNP(T) in the candidate list to explore. k 
2. Solve KNP(T) with solution value v(T). 
3. If x ^ is a discrete 
variable, set v = v(T) -
= 0. 
Otherwise v = v (T). 
C(r) x(r)' x(r) 
KNP(T), 
No 
4. Save solution as new 
incumbent. Set v*(KNP) 
= v and eliminate all 
candidate problems 
with bound > v* (KNP). 
Yes 
5. Use the results of Step 2 to 
select a branching variable x, 
to fix in KNP (T) , ^ 
No 
6. Replace KNP(T) in candidate list by KNP(T^) and 
KNP(T2) where T± and T 2 are the same as T except 
for a dichotomous interval constraint on x, . 
^ B o u n d s are as calculated in Step 2. 
Figure 7. Branch-and-Bound Procedure for (KNP) 
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the proper modifications have been made so that -c., w., and 
3 3 
W Q are all positive. To be consistent with later discussions 
the problem (KNP) is also assumed to have been converted to 
a minimization on cx. 
Role of the Primal Incumbent in (P v) 
Recall that v(D g(T)) is being employed as a bound for 
some candidate problem P(T) in the primal branch-and-bound 
procedure. However, v(P v(T)) is a valid bound in P(T) for 
all v _> 0, not just the v which maximizes v ( P V ( T ) ) . Thus 
(Dg(T)) need not be solved optimally if v ( P v ( T ) ) , for some v 
used on the way to solving (D g(T)), is sufficient to fathom 
P(T), i.e., v(P V(T)) _> v*(P). Conversely, the value of the 
incumbent in the primal, v*(P), may be used as a bound in 
solving ( P v ) . That is, if no completion of a candidate prob­
lem in (P v) can produce a solution with value less than v*(P), 
that candidate problem in (P v) may be fathomed. If all can­
didate problems in the knapsack (P v) fail to produce a solu­
tion with value less than v*(P), then it can be concluded 
that v(p v(T)) > v* (P) so that the candidate problem P(T) may 
be fathomed in the primal. This is just one of the important 
interactions of the primal and surrogate relaxation branch-
and-bound procedures. The next section discusses the role 
of the dual surrogate in providing conditional bounds and a 
choice of branching variables in the primal branch-and-bound 
procedure. 
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Conditional Bounds and Branching Variables 
The rationale for the interaction between the two 
branch-and-bound procedures with respect to conditional 
bounds and branching rules can perhaps best be understood 
via a 0-1 integer programming example. Later a procedure 
for the general case will be presented. Consider Figure 8 
which presents a branch-and-bound tree for the problem (P V(T)) 
where P(T) is a given candidate problem from the primal tree. 
This tree may result from the application of the algorithm 
described earlier and presented in Figure 7. The optimal 
v 8 solution to (P (T)) is found at node 8 with value v . Since 
the full tree is shown and an optimal solution has been 
1 2 7 8 found, v ,v , . . . , v must all be >̂ v . 
Now a number of important observations may be made. 
8 
If v is accepted as the optimal solution value for (D (T)) 
and the candidate problem P(T) is not able to be fathomed 
8 * 
(v < v (P)) then a branching variable must be chosen and a 
conditional bound computed for each of the two new nodes 
created in the primal tree. Note that if x^ is chosen as 
the branching variable, then a valid bound on any solution 
^ 2 3 
to (P(Tn{x: x 1 = 1})) is given by 0 = Min (v , v ) . Also 
since was the optimal value of (P V(T)), v < v^. So even 8 * ^ though v < v (P), it*is possible that the bound v > v*(P) 
so that no completion of P ( T D { x : x^ = 1}) will ever need 
be considered. Thus x-̂  is a good candidate for a branching 
variable in the primal tree. Note that a conditional bound 
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Figure 8. Example of a Branch-and-Bound Tree for (P (T)) 
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5 7 3 
for branching on may be taken as Min(v , v , v ) for 
5 8 2 
x^ = 0 and Min(v , v , v ) for x = 1. All of the end nodes 
5 
for which x^ is a free variable must be included (hence v ) 
in calculating these bounds. x^ is the only variable for 
which no free end nodes may exist, so it is chosen as the 
branching variable. 
What is required to implement the branching procedure 
suggested above is the saving of the minimum value or bound 
on the end nodes for each of the two sides of the tree de­
fined by the first branching variable. An end node may be 
recognized as one from which a fathoming occurs. Thus before 
fathoming it is necessary to determine which side of the tree 
one is on, check to see if the bound on that node is less 
than the saved bound for that side of the tree, and if neces­
sary, replace that saved bound. Then after solving (P V(T)) 
v 8 one will have v(P (T)) as the bound on one side (v in Figure 
8 ) , and a bound saved for branching on the nonoptimal side 
2 3 
of the tree (Min(v , v ) in Figure 8 ) . Formally let 
x^ B^^ = initial branching variable X ĝ-jj = optimal value of X ^ B 1 ^ in P (T) 
T^, T 2 = dichotomous constraint sets on which 
X(B1) ^ a s b e e n branched 
= minimum value of all end nodes for com­
pletions of (P v(TnT.)), i = 1, 2 
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= bound on the node w h i c h is about to be 
fathomed in P V ( T ) 
When ready to fathom in a b r a n c h - a n d - b o u n d p r o c e d u r e for 
( P V ( T ) ) d e t e r m i n e w h e t h e r x ( B i ) is c o n t a i n e d in or T 2 . 
If x ( B i ) £ T i and v * f * < v * 1 * then r e p l a c e v * 1 * by v * f * . In 
any c a s e , c o n t i n u e by f a t h o m i n g . N o t e that w h e n f i n i s h e d , 
either or w i l l be equal to v ( P v ( T ) ) and the o t h e r 
w i l l be a v a l i d bound on any c o m p l e t i o n of P ( T f l X | B ^ E T\) 
w h e r e x ( B l ) * T T ± . 
R e c a l l that any s e a r c h p r o c e d u r e for o p t i m a l s u r r o ­
g a t e m u l t i p l i e r s c a n n o t be g u a r a n t e e d m o n o t o n i c in solution 
v a l u e . T h u s just as an i n c u m b e n t v is stored for ( D g ) , an 
incumbent x ( B ] j ' a n d are also stored. 
An o u t l i n e for solving ( P v ) , using all of the d i s c u s -
tion a b o v e and based on the a l g o r i t h m for solving ( K N P ) , can 
n o w be p r e s e n t e d in F i g u r e 9. (KNP) is the e q u i v a l e n t of 
( p v > . 
I n t e r a c t i o n of the S u r r o g a t e S e a r c h M a s t e r P r o b l e m s 
The two s u r r o g a t e d u a l a l g o r i t h m s w h i c h a p p e a r m o s t 
p r o m i s i n g as d i s c u s s e d in C h a p t e r IV b o t h k e e p a list of the 
x's g e n e r a t e d by each s u r r o g a t e r e l a x a t i o n and s o l v e a m a s t e r 
p r o b l e m involving these x's to o b t a i n a n e w s u r r o g a t e m u l t i ­
p l i e r v. T h e s e m a s t e r p r o b l e m s , one for e a c h c a n d i d a t e p r o b ­
lem in a p r i m a l b r a n c h - a n d - b o u n d p r o c e d u r e , may be seen to 
i n t e r a c t in such a way as to save a g r e a t d e a l of time in 
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0. Given v > 0, ccmpute w.., w and ~ cj/ wj employing the proper modifi­
cations by fixing some of the x_. at their final solution values 
0 or Uj leaving n" free variables, so that w, w_., and -c_. > 0. 
1. Put KNP((()) in the candidate list with bound = fixed cost from 
Step 0. Set v*(KNP) = -= V = v*(P) 
2. Choose some KNP(T) in candidate list to explore fc-j 
3. Solve KNP(T) with solution 
value (T) 
4. If x (r) is a 
discrete variable, 
set v = v(T) -
c(r) x(r)' x(r) = °* 




8. Fathom KNP(T). x ( B 1 ) E 1\, 
i = 1 or 2 in KNP(T). If 
*v(T) < v ( l ) replace v ( i ) by 
v(T) . 
No 
5. Save solution as new 
incumbent. Save v* (KNP) 
= v and eliminate all 
candidate problems with 
bound > v*(KNP). 
Use the results of Step 2 to 
select a branching variable 
to fix in (KNP(T)). 
7. Replace KNP (T) in candidate list by KNP (T^) and KNP(T2) 
where T± and T 2 are the same as T except for a dichotcmous 
interval constraint on x . Bounds are as calculated in 
Step 2. 
g u r e 9. Flow Chart of a Branch-and-Bound Procedure for (P v) 
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solving (Dg) at any proceeding node in a primal tree. 
Figure 10. Example of a Primal Branch-and-Bound Tree 
Consider the primal branch-and-bound tree shown in 
Figure 10 for a 0-1 integer linear programming problem. As­
sume that a master problem or at least a list of the x's gen­
erated in solving (Dg) at node 0 has been kept and it is now 
time to branch on x^. Scan the master problem at node 0 and 
place all x 1 , i = 1,2,...,k which satisfy x 1 = 0 in a new 
master problem for solving (Dg(T)) at node 1 of the primal 
tree. All solutions x e S, x^ = 1 such that cx < v(Dg((|))) 
have been made infeasible by the optimal surrogate multiplier 
at node 0. If one is to improve on v(D (0)) as a bound after 
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branching on x^r then all of these x's must be included in 
the new master problem at node 1. This is valid since the 
candidate problem at node 1 is a more constrained version of 
(P) , and all the x's put in the master problem satisfy this 
extra constraint. None of these x's are feasible to (P) or 
else the branching would not have occurred. This procedure 
may be continued as follows. In solving (D (T)) at node 1, 
possibly more x's are generated. When branching to node 2, 
all such x's in the master problem at node 1 with x^ = 0 may 
be put in the master problem to begin solving the surrogate 
dual at node 2. Any candidate problem may be chosen to be 
explored next in a branch-and-bound procedure and a number 
of strategies have been suggested. The "last-in first-out" 
or LIFO procedure always chooses the most recently added 
member of the candidate list to explore. Referring to Figure 
10, the nodes have been numbered in the order in which a LIFO 
procedure would explore them. Hence the order of branching 
is from node 0 to node 1 to node 2 and to node 3 at which 
time node 3 is fathomed, either because the incumbent solu­
tion to (P) was exceeded, a feasible solution was obtained, 
or it was determined that x^ = 0, x^ = 0 and x^ = 1 precluded 
any feasible solution to (P). Thus 'back-tracking' goes to 
node 4 which is also fathomed, leading back to node 5. In a 
LIFO procedure note that there are never more than two nodes 
at any given level of the tree, a level being defined by the 
number of fixed variables or extra constraints on (P). For 
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instance in Figure 10, the fathoming of nodes 2 and 5 must 
occur before node 6 is chosen as the node from which to 
branch. In large integer programming problems, where many 
x's from previous surrogate master problems are to be stored, 
storage can be a main concern and it is minimized by using 
the LIFO branching procedure. 
The master problem interactions can be shown to be 
very efficient in terms of a LIFO branching procedure for 
(P). Again consider Figure 10 and the following use of a 
'current table' and a 'save table.' At node 0, the master 
problem consists of the following x's, say for n = dimension 
of x = 5. 
0 0 1 1 1 
1 0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 0 
Branching takes place to node 1. Those x's which have x^ = 0 
1 3 
(x and x ) are placed in the 'current table' for the 'cur­
rent' or next-to-be-explored candidate problem. The other 
2 4 
x's (x and x ) are placed in the 'save table' and it is 
noted that at level 1 of the tree, the next open slot in the 
save table is in row 3. Node 1 is now explored and some new 










x 1 0 0 1 1 1 
x 3 0 1 1 0 0 
x 5 0 0 1 0 1 
x 6 0 1 0 1 1 
Now it is time to branch to node 2, so those x's which have 
3 5 1 
x^ = 0 remain in the current table, i.e., x and x . x and 
x are placed in the save table and it is noted that the next 
open slot in the save table at level 2 of the tree is 5. 
The current table is now 
x 3 0 1 1 0 0 
x 5 0 0 1 0 1 
and the save table is 
x 2 1 0 1 0 1 
x 4 1 1 0 1 0 
x 1 0 0 1 1 1 
x 6 0 1 0 1 1 
L = 1 
L = 2 
Assume that, in contrast to Figure 10, fathoming occurs at 
node 2, possibly after generating some more x's. Now the 
current table can be cleared since it is no longer neces­
sary to explore any candidate problem with x^ = 0 and x^ = 
0. In fact these x's will never be generated or needed again, 
since either x^ or x^ or both will always be fixed at 1 in 
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any future candidate problems. Now the LIFO branching pro­
cedure goes to node 5 with x 1 = 0 and x^ = 1. But some of 
these x's are stored in the save table from the last slot in 
the save table ( 5 - 1 = 4 ) back to the next available slot 
stored after the previous level, level 1, which is slot num­
ber 3. These are put in the current table which is now 
x 1 0 0 1 1 1 
x 6 0 1 0 1 1 
and the save table is now 
x 2 1 0 1 0 1 
x 4 1 1 0 1 0 
Possibly more x's are generated at node 5 and placed in the 
current table. A fathoming then occurs at node 5 and a 'back­
tracking' takes place to node 6. The 'other side' of level 2 
has been explored so the backtracking must be to level 1. 
The current table is again cleared and the elements in the 
save table from the last slot to the first slot for level 1 
savings (slot 1) are placed in the current table. The pro­
cedure continues, with only two lists being necessary to 
easily store, update, and use all of the x's generated by 
solving surrogate relaxations throughout the primal branch-
and-bound procedure. Note that no x's will be regenerated 
using this procedure, and again that once the current candi-
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date problem is fathomed those x's may be taken out of stor­
age. The following is a formal outline for branching and 
fathoming while employing the current and save tables for a 
general integer linear programming problem. Let 
L = current level in primal branch-and-bound tree 
T 1 T 2 (L) ' (L) two new candidate problems created at level L, 
.1 T^ Lj is candidate problem chosen to explore next 
SAVBND (L) = bound saved for candidate problem at level L 
which is not being explored next 
NXSV = next available slot of the save table 
NXCR = next available slot of the current table 
NSV(L) = next available slot of the save table at level 
L in the primal tree 
v*(P) = incumbent solution value to (P) 
Branching: 
If SAVBND (L) < v* (P) place all x's from the current 
2 
table satisfying X E T ^ J into the save table, updat­
ing NXSV. In any case, let NSV (L) = NXSV and remove 
2 
all x's satisfying x e T . . from the current table, 
(L; 
closing up the current table and updating NXCR. De-
2 
termining if x e T , . is done simply by checking the 
single component of x upon which the branching occur­
red . 
Fathoming t 
Clear the current table by setting NXCR = 1 . (If 
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T,_ has already been explored, SAVBND(L) = +«>.) If 
SAVBND(L) £ v*(P) replace NXSV by NSV(L - 1) and L 
by L - 1 until a candidate problem is found to ex­
plore. Place rows NSV(L - 1) to NSV(L) - 1 from the 
save table into the current table. Update NXCR. 
After branching or fathoming more x's are generated 
while solving (Dg(T)) and placed in the current table until 




The theoretical developments of Chapter III suggested 
that the value of the surrogate dual would most likely pro­
vide a better bound on an integer programming problem than 
the value of the lagrangian dual. In Chapter IV a number of 
surrogate multiplier search procedures were presented, and 
Chapter V developed the role and application of surrogate 
duality in a branch-and-bound procedure. Here, these theo­
retical investigations will be supported by empirical evi­
dence on a set of randomly generated 0-1 integer programming 
test problems. After a discussion of the test problems em­
ployed, the surrogate multiplier search procedures are ana­
lyzed and one is selected for use in a primal branch-and-
bound procedure. The question of smaller primal-dual gaps 
and the efficiency of the 'save table,' 'current table' con­
cepts of Chapter V are then analyzed. All of the algorithms 
presented were implemented in FORTRAN on the Georgia Institute 
of Technology's CDC Cyber 7 4 . 
Random Problem Generation 
The following class of problems was used to demon­
strate the algorithms developed and to address the theoret­
ical result of gap improvement. 
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Min cx 
s.t. Ax <_ b 
x e S 
where S = { x : 0 £ x £ 1, integer}; A, b, - c > 0 
Note that the above problem has the lagrangian integrality 
property, but as noted in Chapter III, many problems of in­
terest do. 
The test problems were randomly generated with the 
following characteristics. The cost vector c was integer 
and uniformly distributed over the range -10 to -100. A 
density level (per cent of nonzero entries) was set for the 
constraint matrix A and nonzero cells were integer and uni­
formly distributed between 1 and 10. The resource vector b 
was chosen integer and uniformly distributed between 1/4 and 
3/4 times the expected row sum of the constraint matrix A. 
Thus one might expect about 1/2 of the variables to be at a 
value of one in an optimal solution to the primal problem. 
Of course, x = 0 is a feasible integer solution. The problem 
sizes used were 5 x 10, 10 x 20, and 15 x 30, i.e., n = 2*m. 
Within this general framework problems were characterized by 
an integer seed given to a pseudo-random number generator. A 
FORTRAN code of the random problem generator is presented in 
the Appendix. 
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Benders' Type Procedure 
An outline of the Benders' type procedure derived in­
dependently by Banerjee (4) was presented in Chapter IV, and 
two possible refinements were discussed. Normalizing the vec­
tor of infeasibility (Ax-̂  - b) , as discussed in Chapter IV, 
can lead to faster convergence and fewer regenerations when 
employing constraint dropping in the master problems. All of 
the computational experience reported here for (BTP) employs 
this normalization technique. The main interest in this sec­
tion is to demonstrate the effect of the second refinement 
discussed in Chapter IV; that is, the ability to stop the 
solution procedure for (P v) short of optimality. This may be 
done whenever an x which is feasible in (P u) is found which 
has solution value less than or equal to the present surrogate 
dual incumbent solution value. In Chapter V, it was shown 
that the branch-and-bound procedure suggested for solving the 
knapsack subproblems, ( P u ) , could easily obtain such solutions. 
Before discussing the effect of using this early stop­
ping of subproblems or knapsacks in (BTP), it is first neces­
sary to clarify how (BTP) was solved for the test problems 
generated. The basic statement of the algorithm is given in 
Chapter IV, with specific details discussed below. In Step 1, 
the subproblems are solved as shown in Figure 9 (in Chapter 
V) with v*(P) = +°°. The branching variable is always chosen 
to be the fractional variable, x^, resulting from solving 
(KNP(T)). This branching rule for solving 0-1 knapsack prob-
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lems was suggested by Greenberg and Hegerich (27) who demon­
strated its computational superiority over various other 
branching rules. In Step 2, the linear programming problem 
(LP)^ is solved efficiently by using the dual simplex proce­
dure starting from the previous tableau from (LP)^_^. Com­
putational experience indicates that relatively little time 
is spent on Step 2 of the algorithm in comparison to Step 1 
where knapsack problems are solved. The effect of using the 
early stopping of subproblems or knapsacks in solving the 
surrogate dual is shown in Table 1. The problem density used 
was .20 with five replications for each problem size. The 
improvement in solution times using the early stopping rule 
is obvious with average solution times reduced by 6.5, 54.1, 
and 58.2 percent for the 5 x 10, 10 x 20, and 15 x 30 size 
problems respectively. Note that fewer knapsacks or sub-
problems were solved and a large percentage of these termi­
nated early in the refined procedure. Thus early termination 
both reduced the number of knapsacks and reduced the time to 
"solve" each knapsack. 
The constraint dropping technique was employed in all 
the test problems in Table 1 with the result that for the 
early termination procedure 0%, 4% and 2.1% regeneration 
occurred for the 5 x 10, 10 x 20 and 15 x 30 size problems 
respectively. Without early termination these percentages 
were 0%, 7.3% and 5.8% respectively. Thus only a small per­
centage of regenerations occur and the savings in linear pro-
Table 1. Effect of Early Termination of (P ) in (BTP) 
Problem Size* Average . ,c. . Average Percent 
(Density .20) Solution Time (Sec.) Kange (bec.j No. Knapsacks Early Knapsacks 
5 x 10 
0.062 [.022, .148] 6.4 0 
0.058 [.018, .128] 6.4 34.8 
10 x 20 
2.104 [.986, 3.362] 42.2 0 
0.966 [.404, 1.596] 31.2 75.0 
15 x 30 
27.213 [l0.158, 81.160] 117.0 0 
11.387 [4.256, 33.632] 87.2 80.3 
*5 Replications per cell 
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gram size is clearly evident from the average number of knap­
sacks reported in Table 1. 
Note that the average solution time is much closer to 
the lower end of the time range for the five replicates for 
each problem size. Empirical evidence showed a large vari­
ance in solution time with generally one of the five problems 
taking a comparatively great deal of time. This phenomenon 
might be expected with such relatively unstructured randomly 
generated test problems. However, the ranges for the dif­
ferent problem sizes do not overlap and the trend is clear. 
To understand these somewhat counter-intuitive results, 
consider Figure 11 which presents graphically the convergence 
of a typical 10 x 20 problem under the two procedures. Note 
that the early termination scheme stabilized the knapsack 
solution values after fewer subproblems. As shown in Chapter 
IV, at most m constraints of the form v (Ax-1 - b) _> z will be 
binding in an optimal solution to (BTP). Naturally, all the 
binding x 3 will ultimately have to have solutions cx 3 near 
v(Dg). Figure 11.illustrates that by terminating (P U) when­
ever an x feasible to (P u) is found with cost less than or 
equal to the (D<J incumbent solution value, these higher cost 
x's are generated earlier. 
Linear Relaxation Master Problem Procedure 
Choosing Epsilon 
In Chapter IV it was noted that a heuristic stopping 
Iteration Number 
o 
Figure 11. Comparative Convergence of (BTP) with Early Subproblem Termination 
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rule is required for (LRMP). Also it is necessary to choose 
£ + 1 
a value for the parameter epsilon. Note that if v = 
£ i 
v £ + t(Ax £ - b) , where t = " V . ( A x — b ) . + £ - , then x £ is 
(Ax 1 - b)(Ax 1 - b) 
v £ + l 
cut off by e in (P ) . That is 
v £ + 1 ( A x £ - b) = [ v £ + t(Ax £ - b)](Ax £ - b) = 
£, A £ £(Ax £ - b)(Ax £ - b)(Ax £ - b) , v (Ax - b) - v ~ ~ — — + 
(Ax - b) (Ax36 - b) 
r (Ax £ - b)(Ax £ - b) = 
£ 5 (Ax36 - b) (Ax36 - b 
It was shown that for finite S, convergence is assured for 
any e > 0. However, it is evident that too small a choice 
of e could lead to slow convergence, and too large a choice 
of £ could lead to a large number of iterations in solving 
the master problem via linear relaxation. Much 'overstep­
ping' might occur. The choice of epsilon is also clearly 
tied to the heuristic stopping rules for (LRMP). Recall from 
Chapter IV that the linear relaxation procedure terminates 
only for a consistent system of inequalities so that an upper 
bound must be set on the number of iterations for a given 
master problem. If the master problem is inconsistent, then 
the incumbent solution to the surrogate dual is optimal. 
Table 2 presents the results of using three different 
values of epsilon on three different size problems with three 
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Table 2. (LRMP) for Different Choices of Epsilon 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Problem Average Average Second Max Non- Percent 
Size Solution Number Max Linear improvement of 
(Density • p S 1 n Time of Relaxation Knapsack Optimality 
.20) (Sec.) Knapsacks Iterations Iterations at 
Range, Avg. Range, Avg. Termination 
10 .138 6.67 [2, 6] 3.33 100 
5 x 10 20 .121 5.67 D, 27] 10.33 2.0 100 
30 .124 6.00 D, 33 2.66 2.0 100 
10 .869 13.33 & I ] 4.33 2.0 100 
10 x 20 20 .584 11.00 3.7 
[2- 4l 
2.7 100 
30 .714 12.33 C 2 ' 2 <G 
12.67 
C 2 ' d 
2.33 100 
10 14.042 40.00 [41,49] 44.33 5.67 99.93 
15 x 30 20 13.684 38.00 Q , 90] • 36.67 6.00 99.93 
30 11.756 30.67 Cj.2,16] 13.7 £3' I ] 4.4 99.91 
*3 problems per cell 
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replications per cell. The same three problems were used for 
all levels of e in any (m x n) cell, but the problems are a 
different set than those used in Table 1. An upper bound of 
100 was placed on the maximum linear relaxation iterations 
before accepting the current incumbent as optimal. Column 
five reports the second maximum number of linear relaxation 
iterations employed during the solution procedure. Thus that 
column is a measure of the maximum number of linear relaxa­
tions actually required in feasible master problems (the last 
one is always infeasible). The percent of optimality for the 
heuristic procedure (LRMP) is based on the incumbent solution 
value if stopping had occurred when this second maximum num­
ber of linear relaxation iterations had been exhausted. Col­
umn six reports the maximum number of iterations in (P v) 
which occurred before a new incumbent was found for (Dg)• 
First, observe that very few linear relaxation itera­
tions were required when master problems are feasible. Val­
ues in column five are in most cases of the same magnitude 
as m. 
Next, note that while there seems to be little differ­
ence in choosing epsilon for m x n = 5 x 10, it is clear that 
the best choice of epsilon is near n for the two larger prob­
lem sizes. Choosing epsilon equal to n gives fewer iterations 
in ( P u ) , has faster solution time, and has the smallest num­
ber of linear relaxation iterations. 
Finally, note that the maximum number of iterations 
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in (P ) without a new incumbent is small for all choices of 
epsilon, so that the steps taken in v appear to be close to 
ascent directions. Typical empirical evidence indicates that 
a new incumbent was found during each of the initial itera­
tions in ( P v ) , with nonimproving iterations occurring close 
to termination. Too small a choice of epsilon still appeared 
to find these near ascent directions but generated more x's; 
i.e., more iterations in ( P V ) . These x's were 'stepped over' 
when a larger epsilon was used. 
From these observations heuristic rules for the test­
ing of (LRMP) were derived. Epsilon is set at n in all fu­
ture analyses, and the limit on linear relaxation iterations 
is fixed at m + 5. Failure to produce new incumbents is not 
used to terminate (Dg). 
Early Termination of (P V) in (LRMP) 
Table 3 presents the same type of results for (LRMP) 
as presented in Table 1 for (BTP). Test problems used are 
the same as those of Table 1 but different than those used 
in Table 2 to derive heuristic rules. Again it can be seen 
that early termination of the knapsacks or subproblems leads 
to a more efficient solution procedure. Here, however, the 
improvement is not nearly as drastic. 
Comparison of (BTP) and (LRMP) 
The same problems were used in Tables 1 and 3 so that 
a direct comparison of the best procedures for (BTP) and 














.033 [,018, .058] 6.0 0 100 
5 x 10 
.043 [.024, .074] 4.6 17.4 100 
.697 [.260, 1.592] 12.6 0 100 
10 x 20 
.658 [.232, 1.468] 12.6 34.9 99.6 
6.54 [3.276, 14.118] 28.8 0 100 
15 x 30 
4.434 [2.194, 10.982] 26.0 43.1 99.8 
*5 Replications per cell 
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(LRMP) is possible. Table 4 summarizes these results and 
clearly shows the superiority of the (LRMP) procedure. Both 
total solution time and the number of knapsack subproblems 
are substantially reduced when (LRMP) is employed. 
The only possible drawback of (LRMP) is that it pro­
vides only a near optimal solution to (D g) due to the need 
for a heuristic stopping rule. However, Table 3 shows that 
(LRMP) is certainly a very near optimal algorithm. Of the 
fifteen total replications, only three problems were not 100% 
optimal, leading to an average percent of optimality of 100.0, 
99.6, and 99.8 for the 5 x 10, 10 x 20, and 15 x 30 size prob­
lems respectively. 
Another point of interest is the comparison of solu­
tion times for (LRMP) and the linear programming relaxation 
of (P). Using a revised simplex procedure in the CDC math 
science library (ZX-LP3), produced average solution times of 
.160, .827, and 2.182 seconds for the 5 x 10, 10 x 20, and 
15 x 30 size problems respectively. The average solution 
times for (D c) using (LRMP) compare favorably with these 
times. If the surrogate dual can provide better bounds on 
v(P) compared to v(P) or v ( D L ) , then even much slower times 
than reported here might be satisfactory for beneficial ap­
plication of the surrogate dual in a branch-and-bound proce­
dure . 
The Primal Branch-and-Bound Procedure 
Drawing on the results of the previous analyses, a 
Table 4. Comparison of the (BTP) and (LRMP) Procedures 
Percent 
Problem Size* Average Time Time Range Average Early BTP Time 
(Density .20) Procedure (Sec.) (Sec.) Knapsacks Knapsacks LRMP Time 
.966 £.404, 1.596] 31.2 75.0 
BTP .058 £.018, .128] 6.4 34.8 
5 x 10 — — . 1.35 
LRMP .043 £.024, .074] 4.6 17.4 
BTP 
10 x 20 — 1.49 
LPMP .658 £.232, 1.463] 12.6 34.9 
BTP 11.387 [4.256, 33.632] 87.2 80.3 
15 x 30 • • — 2.57 
LPMP 4.434 £2.194, 10.982] 26.0 43.1 
*5 Replications per cell 
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version of (LRMP) was further tested in the full branch-and-
bound context. The general branch-and-bound approach is out­
lined in Chapter I, and specific details with respect to sur­
rogate duality are presented in Chapters IV and V. Before 
discussing computational results a summary of the algorithm 
for the 0-1 integer programming test problems is given below 
in a step-by-step fashion. 
Statement of the Algorithm 
In terms of the notation of Chapters IV and V, and 
the step numbers of Figure 1, the primal branch-and-bound 
algorithm used in experimentation may be stated as: 
Step 0a: Generate a random 0-1 integer programming problem 
according to input specifications of problem size 
and density as outlined in this chapter and the 
Appendix. Then go to Step Ob. 
Step Ob: Initialize the pointers of the next open slot in 
the current and save tables; i.e., set NXCR = 
NXSV = 1. Set epsilon = n and the surrogate multi­
plier vector v = 1. Place P((|)) in the candidate 
list with bound set v* (P) = +°°. Go to Step 1. 
Step 1: Choose the most recently created unexplored candi­
date problem, P ( T ) , to explore next. This cor­
responds to the LIFO procedure discussed in Chapter 
V. Set v (Dg(T)) = saved bound for completions of 
P( T ) . If NXSC = 1, go to Step 2. Otherwise go 
to Step 4. 
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Step 2a: Solve (P V(T) as outlined in Figure 9, always 
branching on x ^ = 0 first, employing a LIFO 
procedure. Go to Step 2b. 
Step 2b: If v(P v(T)) _> v* (P) , go to Step 8 and fathom. If 
the solution to (P V(T)) is feasible for (P), go to 
Step 3. Otherwise, go to Step 2c. 
Step 2c: Add the solution to (P V(T)) to the current table, 
incrementing NXCR by one. If v(P V(T)) > v*(Dg(T)), 
replace v*(D g(T)) by v ( P v ( T ) ) , and update the in­
cumbent branching variable and bounds x, ,., 
(2) 
and v . Then go to Step 4. 
Step 3: Save solution as new incumbent and eliminate any 
members of the candidate list with bound >̂ v * ( P ) . 
Go to Step 8. 
Step 4: Use linear relaxation on the x's in the current 
table as outlined in Chapter IV. If the number of 
iterations is greater than ITMAX = m + 5, go to 
Step 6. Otherwise update v and go to Step 2. 
Step 6: Branch on x ( g ^ ) a s defined in Step 2c. If £ 
(2) 
v v , branch on x ( B i ) = u« Otherwise check to 
see if x ( B i ) = 1 precludes a feasible solution to 
(P). If so, branch on x ( B ] j = u ' otherwise choose 
x ^ B ^ = 1 . Go to Step 7. 
Step 7: Adjust the current table and save table as out­
lined in Chapter V, creating two new candidate 
problems with bounds and v ^ ^ . 
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Step 8: Fathom P ( T ) , adjusting the save and current tables 
as outlined in Chapter V. If no candidate prob­
lems remain, stop; v*(P) is optimal for (P). 
Otherwise, the fathoming procedure outlined in 
Chapter V will place any appropriate x's for the 
candidate problem to be explored next in the cur­
rent table. Go to Step 1. 
Computational Results 
Table 5 presents the results of employing the above 
algorithm on three problem sizes with a low and a high den­
sity and five replications per cell. The principal cause 
for interest in surrogate duals is improvement in bounds. 
The percent of the LP to IP gap closed by the surrogate dual, 
i.e., 
(v(D g) - v(P ) ) / ( v(P) - v(P)) 
appears substantial. These improved bounds resulted in to­
tal solution times at least comparable to other published 
results. The large range for a given cell is perhaps to be 
expected with such unstructured randomly generated problems. 
Some measure of the efficiency of the interaction be­
tween the primal and the subproblem branch-and-bound proce­
dures is provided by the remaining columns of Table 5. As 
expected the principal part of all time spent on candidate 
problems is consumed in knapsack subproblems. Values in 
column 8 range from 71% to 82%. However, the number of knap-





% of LP to IP 
Gap Closed by Dg 
Average [RANGEJ"^ 
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5 x 10 74.5 .034 .024 2.0 2.67 .013 72.3 
.10 [8.3, loo] (54.2) 
10 x 20 15.2 3.20 .525 18.0 5.31 .122 71.3 
.10 [3.7, 45.5] (3.8) 
15 x 30 5.9 35.93 3.10 109.4 5.69 .337 73.0 
.10 [l.7, 14.oj (10.9) 




.140 .057 4.8 3.37 .028 
(20.0) 
82.1 




6.18 1.26 44.0 3.88 .139 
(11.0) 
79.1 




107.3 4.92 308.2 4.18 .325 
(6.6) 
79.7 
*Five Replications per cell 
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sack subproblems solved at any particular node is quite small 
(column 6 ) . The small numbers are a consequence of the save 
table - current table scheme developed in Chapter V. Another 
indication of the efficiency of the save table approach is 
the relation between the mean time to solve the first sur­
rogate dual (column 4) and the mean time to solve all sur­
rogate duals (column 7 ) . For larger problem sizes the aver-
k 
age surrogate dual which begins with many x saved from 




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The primary objective of the research reported in this 
dissertation was to investigate theoretical and algorithmic 
issues in the use of surrogate duals or their extensions to 
solve integer programming problems. A number of theoretical 
results were developed in Chapters II and III, algorithmic 
developments are presented in Chapters IV and V, and computa­
tional experience is reported in Chapter VI. The principal 
results can be summarized as follows: 
1. Generalization of Geoffrion's Integrality Property 
to the Surrogate Dual and its Extensions. The bounding weak­
ness of many natural lagrangian dual formulations of integer 
programs can be demonstrated through Geoffrion's (20) inte­
grality property which gives a sufficient condition under 
which the lagrangian dual cannot produce a better bound than 
the linear programming relaxation of the same problem. Gen­
eralization of the integrality property in Chapter III leads 
to the result that such bounding weakness would generally not 
be expected for the surrogate, composite, or multiple surro­
gate duals. Empirical confirmation of these results is pre­
sented in Chapter VI using randomly generated 0-1 integer 
programming test problems. 
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2. Investigation of the Occurrence of Gaps Between 
the Various Duals. Past interest has focused on conditions 
under which there are no primal-to-dual gaps, but such gaps 
are expected in most integer programming problems. The more 
important question considered here, is the existence of gaps 
between the various duals and hence opportunities for im­
proved bounding power. A necessary and sufficient gap detec­
tion test was developed for the lagrangian-to-surrogate re­
lationship which is sufficiently general to show that a 
lagrangian-to-surrogate duality gap is very likely. Suffi­
cient conditions were also developed for the surrogate-to-
composite and composite-to-multiple surrogate gap cases. 
Empirical evidence presented in Chapter VI demonstrated sig­
nificant gaps and thus bound improvements between the la­
grangian and surrogate duals for randomly generated 0-1 test 
problems. 
3. Characterization of the Composite and Multiple 
Surrogate Dual Functions. The composite and multiple surro­
gate dual functions were shown to lack quasi-concavity which 
is perhaps a minimum requirement for efficient multiplier 
search procedures. This result leads both to weaker gap 
characterizations for the composite and multiple surrogate 
cases and the general conclusion that such extensions are 
not computationally promising. 
4. Development of Search Procedures for Optimal Sur­
rogate Dual Multipliers. In contrast to the composite and 
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multiple surrogate cases, several efficient procedures were 
developed for calculating optimal surrogate dual multipliers. 
A linear programming-based search procedure, suggested pre­
viously, was refined and tested, and two new procedures were 
developed. For all these procedures it was shown that the 
surrogate subproblems, ( P V ) , need not always be solved opti­
mally in order for the search algorithms to converge. In 
fact empirical results in Chapter VI show convergence is 
faster if the knapsack-like subproblems are not fully opti­
mized. The two search procedures deemed most efficient were 
also compared in the solution of random 0-1 test problems. 
The most promising procedure appears to be a linear relaxa­
tion-based method developed in this research. 
5. Application of Surrogate Duality in a Primal 
Branch-and-Bound Procedure. It was shown that the inner 
play between the surrogate subproblem and the primal branch-
and-bound trees can be exploited to produce a number of com­
putational efficiencies. Most important was a restarting 
procedure which precludes the necessity of having to solve 
numerous surrogate subproblems at each node of a primal 
branch-and-bound tree. Empirical evidence presented in Chap­
ter VI suggests this procedure greatly reduces total computa­
tion time. 
Taken together, these results seem to imply consider­
able promise for surrogate dual approaches in integer pro­
gramming. Optimal or near optimal surrogate multipliers can 
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be obtained efficiently, often by only partially solving a 
small number of knapsack-like subproblems. Moreover, the 
bounds produced by surrogate duals are substantially better 
than those obtained from linear programming relaxations. 
Successful integer programming applications of the 
lagrangian dual have resulted from the exploitation of spe­
cial structure in specific classes of integer programming 
problems. The encouraging theoretical, algorithmic and em­
pirical results presented in this dissertation clearly point 
to the need for future research in applying the surrogate 
dual to special classes of integer programming problems. It 
is anticipated that by employing surrogate duality and taking 
advantage of special problem structures, new and more ef­
ficient solution procedures will be obtained for a number of 
integer programming problems. A good deal of computational 
fine tuning of the surrogate methods, perhaps best undertaken 
with respect to special classes of problems, could also be 
useful in some or all of the following areas: 
•Extension of the (LRMP) procedure to the S not finite 
case and further investigation into constraint dropping in 
both the (LRMP) and (BTP) procedures. 
•Initial choice of a surrogate multiplier, including 
restart at new nodes in the primal branch-and-bound tree. 
•Selection of a level for epsilon in the (LRMP) pro­
cedure, possibly one which changes either while solving a 
particular surrogate dual or when reaching levels in the pri-
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mal branch-and-bound tree which have the effect of reducing 
problem dimensionality. 
•Further development of good branching procedures 
which draw on the inner play between the surrogate subprob­
lem and primal branch-and-bound trees. 
•Application of the current table, save table concepts 
to more general primal branching procedures. 
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APPENDIX 
RANDOM PROBLEM GENERATOR 
The following is a FORTRAN code of the random problem 
generator used for the computational experience reported in 
Chapter VI. The random number generator is a multiplicative 
congruential random number generator for a forty-eight bit 
binary machine. The higher order digits are lost in any 
48 48 number generated which is greater than 2 . Dividing by 2 




C COEFF OF A UNIFORM(1,10) WITH DENSITY=DENS 
C B UNIFORM((1/4,3/4)*EXP VAL SUM OF ROW COEFF) 




C IVAL IS GREATEST INTEGER OF VAL 
B(I)=IVAL 
DO 20 J=1,N 
IF (RANDG(ISEED) .LT. DENS) GO TO 30 
A(I,J)=0 






C C UNIFORM(-10,-100) 










ISEED IS INTEGER SEED 





Randomly generated nine digit integer seeds were used 
for the problems in Tables 1, 3, and 4 which made comparisons 
on the same set of test problems. 


















The following seeds were used for the test problems in Table 
2. 












The following seeds were used for the test problems in Table 
5. 
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